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•Campus planning

Ulisi"aillc inventories needs in Master Plan
By Deanna L Partridge
Staff Writer
The University of Maine is in the
process of planning its future facehft.
The University Facilities and
CampusPlanning Committee islooking at the physical aspects ofcampus
in an effort to create a cohesive plan
for the next five to 10 years.
"I'm not sure I agree it's a wish
list,- Anita Wihry, director of.' Institutional Planning and chair of the
UFCPC, ["flhe Master Plan is an
inventory ofour needs --not extravagant or frivolous."
The 25-person committee is going beyond examining the facilities
in a Capital Plan requested by Project
2002, a Board of Trustees plan. The
committee is also examining issues
concerning traffic, parking and pedestrians, expansion versus renovation and the overall campus image
and layout.
The prirparv probic.rn f

construction is compared with renovation, Wihry said.
"I think the students should be
aware of the student union as an
issue," Wihry said.
-Mere is no place to sit or hangaround in front of the Union. The
curb just isn't comfortable,- Ken
Barnard,an architect on the committee, said.
Wihry said some of the empty
buildings on campus may be used
instead of expansions. For example,
instead of building on to the Memorial Union. some student clubs may
move to Hannibal Hamlin or Oak
hails.
oujust.can t leaveempty buildings around,'" Barnard said. "We
should think of this as an evolution
rather than a revolteion."
Another focus ofthe Master Plan
is to make thecampus more pedestaian- oriented. This would involve
moving some parking lots to the
outeredgesofcampus.creating more

tiva

committeeis how high a pnority new

Sec PLAN en page 5

Anita Wihry, director of institutional Planning. The Master Plan is an inventory of our needs
— not extravagant or frivolous." (Adams photo.)

•Public radio
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•Student services

National debate comes to Orono
By Bonnie Satterfield
Staff Writer
An opportunity to participate
in a debate on National Public
Radio was presented to University
of Maine Professor Raymie McKerrow's Persuasion and Influence
speech class Tuesday afternoon.
The topic was debate style specifically,single moderator versus a panel of moderators,currently in question in the presidential
campaign. Bush favors the panel
moderator stylewhile Clinton
would rather use a single moderator.
The NPR radM show.4/i Things
Considered. had planned a feanire
piece on debate sty les. Because of
the current argument. a university'
in each of the presidential candidate's home states was contacted.
Kay Hyatt at UMaine's News
Services Offices at Public Affair
was contacted by Laura Westerly,
a temporary assistant for A // Things
Considered, at noon on Tuesday.
Hyatt called the Speech Department and spoke to department chair
Eric Peterson.
Peterson interrupted Professor
McKermw's class with an offer.
Josh Eden. a senior speech and
mass communications mator. volunteered for the radio show.
it seemed like a good opportunity. I got a chance to learn something," Eden said. 1 didn't think

anyone else would do it. It would
suck if the university was given
this opportunity and no one did it."
The program was taped at 3
p.m.leaving Eden on1),' a half hour
to pull his argument. together.
"I knew enough about the different styles. but didn't have
enough time to put it together.- he
said.
Eden took Bush's position, favoring the panel moderator style.
He said he thought a panel format
would allow for more direct questions and would help prevent the
candidates from "talking around"
the issues.
"A panel would benefit Bush
because more direct questions
about Clinton's character and personal life could be asked.- Eden
said.
Joe Carter,a senior speech communications major from the University of Arkansas at Little Rock,
took Clinton's position.
"I had experience from forensic tournaments in high school, at
the school I went to my first year in
college and from everyday arguments everyone has with their
friends,- Carter said.
He said it was a "spur of the
moment- decision for him to participate in the debate
"The department chair pulled
me out of class." Carter said. "I'm Speech major Josh Eden talks
to National Public Radio yesterday afternoon.(Sampson photo)
Sec DEBATE on page 5

Local rides
once again
The Late Night Local ison the
road again, thanks to Residents
on Campus(ROC)and the Alumni Association.
Late last week,ROC donated
$3,300 and the Alumni Association $700-- enough to fund the
safe transportation service for the
entire 1992-93 school year.
Dr. Robeit Dana. director of
the Local and head of Substance
Abuse Services,said he was both
happy and relieved.
"I'm really encouraged that
the community banded together
in a positive way,- he said. -I
was just very impressed that
people assumed responsibility
of a broad community and they
actually made sure this thing
survived."
H. Maxwell Burry,executive
director of the Alumni Association, said his organization was
"distressed" when they discovered the Local was not funded.
"Throughout the year we
look for opportunities where we
can invest some dollars in student programs," he said. "We
believe the Late Night Irical
provides a significant service to
students."
The I eatal made its first run of
the new year last weekend,picking up a total of 232 students.
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• Russian commission says no US prisoners still in Russia-• Referendum on unity treaty announced in Denmark
Sarajevo without power after Serb shelling

orldBriefs •
•POWs

•European unity treaty

Russian commission says there are
no remaining US POWs in Russia
MOSCOW (AP) — The Russian co-chairman of a commission looking for
American war prisoners said today that no U.S. POWs are alive in Russia.
"I am deeply convinced that there is not a single American(POW)alive in the
country," said Gen.Dmitri Volkogonov,reacting to criticism Monday from his counterpart
on a joint U.S.-Russian search committee.
"We are finding graves, we are finding details about the fates of many Americans.
which are often worthy of Shakespeare's pen,— 4,
, .ikogonov told The Associated Press
during a recess in the Russian Supreir.e Soviet legislature.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin will meet Wednesday with the U.S. co-chairman,
Malcolm Toon, and hand over documents about two Americans reportedly executed on
espionage charges during the Cold War.
Yeltsin and President Bush set up the commission last spring to investigate reports tit3t
Americans captured in World War II, Korea and Vietnam had been moved to the Soviet
Union, Ind that some might be alive.
sa far has produced little information about U.S. POWs. but did non
up the names of several dozen Americans who were napped in the former
Soviet Union
during and immediately after World War 11.
•rhe information that Yeltsin planned to give Toon today will mark a breakthrough for
the commission.
"There are documents and pictures of these people. I wouldn't like to reveal any details
now," Volkogonov said. But he added:"We have found the grave of one of the two" who
were reportedly executed.

I

Denmark to hold second referendum
.,
to aeciae on European unity treaty
COPENHAGEN.Denmark(AP)— Prime Minister Pou I Schlueter said Tuesday
that Denmark will hold a second referendum on the European unity treaty tha.i
Danish voters rejected by a narrow margin in June.
Schlueter. who expressed reservations about the accord, said the treaty would noi
go into effect before the referendum. which he said would be held sometime in mi,-I
1993.
He said Denmark did not want to be tied to a single Europear. currency, a major
component of the Maastricht treaty that calls for closer European political, economic and
defense policy.
A currency crisis among European currencies, caused in part by high German interef!
rates, has cast doubt on the plans to unify the monies.
Danish rejection of the treaty in June al.,o threw the accord into doubt. and Maastr.cht
was approved by only a hailline 51 percent margin in France on Sunday,causing European
Community leaders to reevaluate the accord.
Voters are concerned about losing power to EC bureaucrats in Brussels. The treat v wag
reached in December in the Dutch city of Maastricht aftet little public debate.
Schiueter said that, beginning with a Sept 30 meeting with British Prime Minister John
Major, Danish leaders would negotiate with their il European Community partners on
exemptions from the treaty.
"As a speciai Danish wish, I can say that we don't want to be tied to the European
Monetary Union's third pnase," Schlueter told a pi ess conference. He refused to eiaborate.
but the "third phase" focuses on a single European currency.

2

•Detention

Teacher plays Sinatra to
punish students
RIVERSIDE, Ill. (AP) — Bruce Janu does it
his way.
The social science teacher punishes troublemaking students by making them stay after school and listen to
Frank Sinatra for a half-hour.
Janu created the Frank Sinatra Detention Club last year
at Riverside-Brockfield High School.
"You've got a Frank," he tells unruly students.
The 24-year-old teacher said he loves Sinatra's music
but realizes teen-agers these days would rather listen to U2,
NWA or Madonna.
'
'The kids hate it," he said."This is the worst thing that
has ever happened to them."
Senior Mike Niesluchowski received two Franks in one
day, meaning he had to listen to 01' Blue Eyesfora full hour.
"It just got to where I couldn't stand it," he said.

3

•Bosnia-Herzegovina

Serb shelling destroys
electric transformers
SARAJEVO,Bosnia-Herzegovina(AP)-- Most
of Sarajevo was without power today after Serb
shelling of suburbs overnight destroyed one of the
capital's largest electric transformers.
In what could he a ploy to deflect international attention
from the siege, Bosnian Serb leaders offered to open 10 land
corridors for the safe passage ofcivilians from Sarajevo,the
Belgrade-based Tanjug news agency reported.
In Geneva, hopes for an immediate resumption of relief
flights to Saraje vo di mmecl as three key governments sought
more protection for their planes. Three days of talks beU.N. officials and the warring factions in BosniaHerzegovina ended Monday with little progress.
Serb shells rained down on the embattled western suburb
of Stop and on Mount Zuc and 1 "gorsko north of the city
overnight, said Mustafa Hajrularovic. commander of the
government forces' first cotps.
At Ugorsko. Serb shells destroyed the largest electric
transformer for Sarajevo. he said. As a result. about 80
percent of the city was without power this morning
Only Saturday. the warring groups signed an agreement in
Geneva guaranteeing the safety of electricity and water supplim relief shipments. and safe passage for released detainees.

4

•China politics

•India

Policy making congress Indian company halts
announced in China
chenucal sale to Syria
BEIJING (AP) — After months of speculati

5

on.
BOMBAY, India (AP)-- An Indian compan
Chinese officials Tuesday announced
the Oct. 12
has
halted a sale of chemicals to Syria after the
convening of a Communist Party Congress
expected
United
States complained they could he used to make
to map the country's economic and political
direction for the nerve gas, a
company
executive said Tuesday.
next five years.
Future contracts with Syria must he cleared by the Indian
The state-run Xinhua News Agency said the
meeting, the government,
said the executive ofllnited Phosphorous whosPokc
14th since the party was founded in 1921. would
elect "vigor- on condition of
anonymity. His Bombay' firm manufactures a
ous.outstanding middle-aged and young cadres"
to the party's substance used
in
making pesticides and chemical weaPnns.
man] policy-making body, the Central
Committee.
This comes after the United States intervened last month
The report also said the congress
would "seize the to stop a
shipment of45 tons of trimethyl phosphate en route
opportune moment to accelerate the pace of
reform,opening to Syria. A
previous consignment was delivered in June to a
to the outside world and modernization to
win still greater Damascus
-based firm, Setma.
victories in the cause of building
Chinese-style socialism."
The Indian government has since banned any' overseas
China-watchers had been speculating that
the Congress sale of the
chemical without permission.
would be held anywhere from October to
1)ecember due to
U.S. authorities halted the shipment by appealing to the
a protracted power struggle between
reformers and conser- German
government to order the German ship carrying the
vatives who advocate slower economic
growth.
cargo to return it to Bomba‘

6
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UMaine Sigma Chi renovates house, image
By MeIissa Adams
Staff Writer
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Sigma Chi renaissance,take one.
Using anew medium and itiediud,the buythers and alumni ofthe UMaine chapter ofSigma
Qii fraternity are trying to return the days ofold
with an ambitiousfundraising campaign,a newly renovated house and a higher quality of
membership.
Starting on Homecoming weekend, Sigma
Chi's UMaar chapter. Rho Rho, will begin a
$503,000 capital fundraising campaign to pay
off the renovation loan on their house. Using a
Ode° explaining the oast problem and current
• notion,Rho Rho is targeting their 1,000alums
to help pay off their debt and continue "reconstruction and renaissance"
Over 3400.000 needs to be raised to pay for
work already finished. The cellar:ling work of
establishing a scholarship endowment,funding
future maintenance and finishing touches to the
renovation required an additional $1.±0,000.
The 18-minute video uses dramatic footage
of what the house looked 'Like $350,000ago and
what it looks like today.
The video was the brainchild of Sigma Chi
alum, live-in advisor and campaign director
John Moon.who said he sees it as a perfect way
to pitci, the project to alum across the country.
"We have alums scattered across the county and since the alums can't all come to the

house, this ,_-ives than a story about what's
happening here," he said
Moon said response to the campaign has
been extremely positive and even though it
hasn't officially started yet; over $10001)has
alieady been raised through alum support
RhoRho wassuspended from(.2rnixzin 1990
after violating their probation by hokhr,g an illegal
party at the house.Concerned alumni entered the
picare, closed the house and were left with a
$50,000 debt, no active men hers mid a house in
deplorable ainditie.n
In September 1991,the University of Maine
System helped Sigma Chi get back on track by
signing as guarantor ofthe $225,000loan,starting the 18-month renovation process.
"Moe was one catch, however. In order for
Sigma Chi to return to campus,the brothers had
to comply with certain rules set by alumni,
which they hope will serve asa model forothers.
achemical-free house and a grade point average
2.5 to be a brother.
Adaarding to Moon, Rho Rho is the first
Sigma Chi chapter,and perhaps the first fraternal organi-ration in the country.to offer a chemical free living environment and demand high
academic standards.
"We hope to be a model for others,- he said.
"We're looking to attract a different type of
student We're looking for people who are here
to get an education first"
Through these strict requirements, Moon

dake

V

' at glt

Brothers at Sigma Chi, in front of their navvly renovated house (Sampson photo.)
and other Sigma Chi alone- hope to bring the
chapter back to the fraternity's original
Banning alcohol was the logical choice,he said,
since it was the single biggest cause of Rho
Rho's demise.
C'urrently, there are four pledges arid eight
brothers living in the house. Moon said Sigma
Chi is currently holding rushes and is interesteu
in finding students who are interested in fraternity life and can meet their requirements. Moon
said the problem is reaching the students they
want—students who normally aren't interested

in fraternities due to negative stereotypes.
Bill Lucy.dean ofstudent organizations and
activities, said he believes Sigma Chi wo. 't
have any problem finding people who A'ant to
share their lifestyle.
"1 think it offers a tremendouschoice for our
undergrads whoare interested in Greek Life,-he
said.
"SigmaChi is not trying to makeanyone else
follow that lifestyle unless it their own choice.
"It's a positive move for the university and
the fraternity," Lucy said.

4 Women in the Curriculum

WIG lunch series deals with relationship topic
Yesterday's Women in the Curriculum
topic was "Conflicts in Young Adult Relationships: Female and Male Perspectives,"
presented by Renate Klein, a research sci,mtist visiting the University of Maine.
Klein is working in the School of Human
Developmeat on a Post-Doctoral Fellowship
from the University of Cologne in Germany.
She presented the results ofa study done in
the United States and completed over the
summer.

The study, "Conflict in Close Relationships," dealt with the differences in male and
female problem solving techniques. Klein
studied 48 couples between the ages of 21
and 25.
According to Klein, how people go about
solving problems depends on the legitimacy
of the conflict. The studies found both men
and women thought their point was best, and
the perceived legitimacy of the problem was
the same.

According to the study, both men and
women base willingness to listen on perceived legitimacy of the conflict. Males,
though, are more willing to talk about their
own legitimacy.
Klein said she found when men feel their
problem is legitimate,they immediately turn
to arguing over the problem. Women,on the
other hand, try to express themselves before
they move into an argumentative state.
"Women are more apt to being expressive

in a relationship [before a fighti, ' she said.
Kleia also found two-thirds ofconflicts in
close relationships went unresolved. Furthermore. one-half of the couples disagree on
whether or not the problem was solved.
Klein's lecture was part of the Women in
Curriculum's weekly luncheon series Next
Tuesday's lecture is titled "Middle-Aged
Homeless Women Speak AboutTheir Lives."
with Sandy Butler, assistant professor of Social Work.
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Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies
Interdisciplinary Concentration wit help from the
Maine Peace Action Committee and the Memorial Union.

A Luncheon Series of Explosive Political & Social Issues
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REPORT FROM CUBA:
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Howard, Philosophy
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Sex Matters
Q: Why is it that
men have a harder time
being close? Why isn't
intimacy as important
to them as it is to women? Female, Senior
A. Many men do not
get the opportunity to
build "intimacy skills"
while growing up. Women tend to have
more practice in this area. Little girls are
allowed to stay close and connected to their
mothers while boys are "pushed out of the
nest so to speak Girls are allowed to touch
each other while men can :ouch only in
specific situations (for example, during
sports or during sex). Research has indicated that women are more likely to call a
friend "just to catch up" while men talk to

By Dr. Sandra Carol,
A: I don't know. Do you has e a friend
each other about doing things. It's more
Maybe you
acceptable for women to share feelings; that you feel close enough to?
One sugopinion_
many men are still being raised to think it's could ask him for his
enjoy
would
"unmanly" to cry or say they feel hurt. It gestion is: If you think you
to
want
may
takes time to unlearn some of these mes- knowing someone better, you
conshared
sages and to recognize the benefit of feel- begin with a few minutes of
to- •
ne free to express yourself and feel close versation or some minor shated time
io someone. Developing intimacy takes ?ether rather than a real date. If the "vibes"
time. Fortunately, more and more men are are good you might want to consider somerecognizing their desire to develop this thing longer,like going for a walk. Before
you get around to asking for a date, you
have some basis for shared experishould
Q: Almost four years Lave passed and
allows both you and the other
that
I haven't been asked out by a female yet! ences
whether you are likedetermine
On the other hand.I have asked out a few person to
entire evening toan
sharing
dozen women and !`as c been turned down ly to enjoy
by all. I am average height, weight.looks, gether. The best dates are often those that
and intelligence. I have many hobbies start from friendship.
Q:I am in love with someone,hut I am
and interests. Well, here I am. What's
not sexually attracted to him. What do I
going wrong?!? Male Senior

11NIMMIntsal.411MMIEllirwriPooeis,

do? However, I am sexually attracted to
other people. Female, Junior
A: What do you want to do? It sounds
to
me like you may have a fine platonic
reiatlons-hip_ One that you enjoy being
with, bin
you do not share sexual expenences. Novi
does the man teel ahout this? Is this something he is happy with? I believe men and
women can share friendships that are not
sexual; although. I think this is relative's
rare. I suggest you sit dowh together and
discuss the relationship openly and see if
you are in agreement.
Q: Is it okay for a woman to swdo*
semer.? Female, Sophomore
A. Yes, as long as you are sure he is rat
infected. For example,if he is infected with
HIV (thc virus causing AIDS),there is a risk
th.. you could become infected as well.

Isiiimm1M111•111!

•Exitdd;t;oi-1

Priest will return to Massachusetts on sex
/14_ chart/es
STILLWATER,Minn.(AP)— A former
Roman Catholic priest accused of molesting
scores of children more than 20 years ago
Tuesday agreed to be returned to Massachusetts to face charges.
James R.Porter, who lives in the St. Paul
suburb of Oakdale, appeared with his attorney. Paul Lukas. at a brief hearing. but said
nothing and did not challenge his extradition.
Porter was arrested without incident at

his home Monday on a Massachusetts warrant accusing him of sexual assault. said
Kim Blaiser. a spokeswoman for the Washington County Sheriffs Department.
Roderick MacLeish, a lawyer for some
of Porter's alleged victims in Massachusetts, said Monday that a grand jury there
had inlicted Porter on 46 counts of sexual
abuse involving 32 people. Washington
County Attorney Richard Arney today confirmed the indictment.

Zow.L.

Porter's arrest was met with relief by his
alleged victims.
"Right now. this is all worth it, the pain
of 30 years," said Peter Calerdone. "I just
hope full justice is served."
Porter's lawyer released a statement saying he did not think Porter could get a fair
tnal because of publicity surrounding the
investigation.
"I Inder these circumstances. I do not
believe it would be appropriate for me to
discuss this case. except in the Superior
Court." said the lawyer.Peter G.DeGelleke.
Porter, who is married and has four children.!eft the priesthood in the earls •70C He

admitted in a statement this summer that he
had molested "a number of children'. while
he was a priest. but said he stooped after
leaving the priesthood.
Aside from the criminal charges, PO. .
also faces lawsuits ia New Mexico and
Minnesota. In one case in New Mexico.
Porter was accused of sodomizing, a child
who was in a full body cast.
The lawsuits also accuse Roman Catholic church officials of transferring Porter
from parish to parish while knowing about
molestations. The diocese has declined to
comment while the matter is in the legal
process

•
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She may be crazy, but woLkinft you
look for a wizard too if munchkins
were dancing around your feet?

One Night Stand Coffee Break vid Barney
and Michael Martin "Common Ground"
Tonight! at 8pm in the Damn Yankee
Free admission!
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Fried Oren Tomatoes
PC

Sat. Sept. 26th in Hauck Auditorium at 6:30 and
9:15pm Admission. UM Students- 50c with I.D.
All others- $3.00
11111rT klOgrreRip PICTURE,
Irk
74, A711
,
14d11.1 elf
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Sun., Sept. 27th in Hauck Auditorium at 2 and
6-30pm Admission: UM Students- 50C wil.D.
All others- $3.00

Granny
Rasta
KnowsThere's
only
one
Bob
Marley,
and...
Ihere's only one Doc!
Marley- Songs of Freedom
4 CD Box-Set
This Week at Dr. Records
20 Main,Orono 866-7874
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Master Plan

from page 1

landscaped areas. blocking Sebago Road in
favor of a new road by Estahmoke Hall arra
blocking the Alfond Arena entrance for a new
three-lane road which would enter campus
from the other side of the arena.
"Our feeling is that it (parking and traffic)
ahould not be as big an issue as it is," Wiltry
said.
Alan Reynolds. director of Public Safety
and chair ofa separate traffic committee,joined
the planning committee earlier this month. He
aud he favored the lariposed parking changes.
Barnard said the plan would separate peciestr. ians from vehicles for the sake ‘,4comfort
and "make it a nice place for people to walk."
The incorporation of the Stitiv.ater River
into the ambiance of the campus is also andel

for the Arts wi.h Hauck Auditorium. Nev
consideration.
"We have a beautiful river here.- Barnard facilities for dance,theater and music students
said."'We ougfit to u.se it to its lull potential." will be provided in the building.
Construction will begin as soon as the
Chet Rock. chair of the Civil Engineering
department. said the river was originally the remaining funds for the estimated $6 million
focus ofcampus.The center then drifted to the structure can be raised, Wilvy said.
Committee members say they realize fimall area and is now drifting toward the west
end ofcampus. He said one ofthe questions the nancial constraints hinder many plans from
committee faces is whether or not to bring die %awning to fruition in the near futura, but azy
they remain hopeful
focus back to the mall.
-To the extent that we are unable to obtain
Rock described the plan as"an oppornaii ty to look at these things „rather than drift funding. it will he disappointing," Wihry said.
"Another unmet need"
aimlessly
Rock has a different view of the situation.
One of the plan'a ideas has already' been
approved and received $2 million from the -We have some time to sit back and think
legislature The connector building, as it has because of are financial situation — get the
been dubbed, will cant-Ito the Maine Center most hang for your buck.- he said.

NPR debate

from page i

aa.-alaaviant Bush Vt1,11.1111111110111161.181110at Ma elections are too close," Eden,a
Arkansas for four years I do agree with registered Independent, said.
Both Eden and Carter said they were
Clinton about the single moderato.- I, my
personal experience it is the most effective nervous when taped tor the taroadcast.
"I was not prepated with an opening
form of debace."
Coen said the topic of debate styles is statement like they were looking for. Ooce
worthy of debate."I really don't think either the questions began. I lightened up," Eden
one [the presidential candidatml, want to said
Ai&

was ZA kward at first. Joshua sounds
like a real neat guy. I gum you all from
Maine are as friendly as we are here," Carter
said.
The taped debate was being edited
shortly before air time of.411 ThinRs Considered. The show had not yet aired at
press time.

4. General Student Senate
GSS 13061-1)OneS
eleCtiOnS
The General Student Senate wasforced
to push elections 'tuck one week due to
studect apathy.
Not enough students have turned in
nonnaion she.ets to allow elections to
take place. Students wishing to fUit fat a
senate seat now have until 3 pm Slat 28 to
turn in completed 1101141116011 fonus to the
Student Government office on the third
floor of Memonal lien
Piovective senators must have 2.5 sitnatures from their constitueticiaa on theit
mutilation toms in orict: tk, ran.
In other news Priaaident Brent Little,
field taaid. Ed Laverty, president of the
Arnetican University of ftulgazia has re....2 nivP.mg 'sad Nat been
Pais- '" •
gcanteda'!%e year leave of alasence. Charles
Rauch.director of Financial Management.
tias.ideatt.
aointra:
'Maine& GuatiAtivorihog
,eff, iwri4eirrit I IlstterV
has
been selected to amaine the permairoi position if Lewin/ 'ha unalaie to reaatie las dudes.

11M=IMI

•Murder

Judge denies indigency
Qtiti c

net-met-1 killer

ELECT
Raymond Cota

An autopsy determined that the woman
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A judge
Legislature
Tuesday denied the request for a court- bled to death from head injuries. and a grand
appointed lawyer by a South Portland man jury indicted Bruns on a murder charge the
District 130
accused of killing his wife and burying her following Monday. authorities said.
South Portland police initially treated
body in their basement.
Experience that will work for
William Bruns,61.asked Superior Court Mrs. Bruns' disappearance as a missing
Justice Stephen L. Perkins to grant him person case until Maine State Police took
indigency status so the state would appoint over the investigation and treated the case as
a lawyer for him.Perkins denied the request. a possible homicide.
Investigators have declined to reveal a
It was Bruns' second court appearance
Education
for the slaying. But a police affidavit
motive
his
In
unearthed.
since his wife's body was
Budget Priorities
initial appearance. Bruns told a judge he quoted Mrs. Bruns' daughter,Elaine Wood
Economic Development
didn't need a court-appointed lawyer, say- ward, as saying the couple had a had mat
mone,
and
drinking
by
worse
made
riage
ir.g "I can handle it."
Bruns was scheduled Tuesday to be ar- problems.
raigned on a murder charge. but there was
confusion over the date and the state's prosecutor, Assistant Attorney General Thomas
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD IN ENGLAND AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HULL
Goodwin, failed to attend the hearing.
Perkins rescheduled the arraignment and
So, you think you have put study abroad on the back burner due to the recession? Well, think again
bail hearing for Tuesday, a court clerk said.
The University of Hull is a fully accredited institution located in the north of England. In one of tht most scenic regions of England,
Bruns was being held without bail in the
it is very central to all major points in England and Scotland and just a fel-ry away from Europe! We are a medium sizes; University
Cumberland County Jail,charged with murstudentst priding ourselves on the friendly atmosphere of our campus and the 200 honours degrec courses on offer.
(7000
der for the death of his wife, Pearl, 48. who
was reported missing on Aug. 11, 1991.
We have designed a Junior Year Abrond package that is sure to beat these hard economic times. £5800 for the
Authorities searched the home three time
tuition, accommodation, round trip flight to England and back, a complete orientation week, and even a tri
over the past year, finding traces of blood
that led clown the stairs into the basement.
• Vast selection of courses on offer.
They returned a fourth time on Sept 11
• Classes with British and overseas students.
meathat
unit
• Courses transferred with proper credits.
radar
sophisticated
and used a
• Accommodation guaranteed to full year students.
the
locate
to
density
ground
in
sures changes
U.S. government financial a.d applies.
•
crawl
-tall
3-foot
basement's
body in the
• Full time undergraduate and graduate programs also avadablt.
space.

YOU

• Term students welcome.

ICAN YOU MANAGE I
ON AN EXTRA
v
$2,500?
practical experience for I
Business/Marketing Majors:
Manage credit card promotions
on campus for a Naitonal
MarketingFirm.Hoursflexible
Earn up to $2,500/term
CALL1-800-950-8472,Ext.17

Don't let the recession stop you from pursu.ng one of the best experiences of Univrity life. Cot.'
For further information write or phone Lisa Dumais, JYA Coordinator, External Relations Office,
of Hull, Hull, HU6 7RX, England. Telephone: 011-44-0482-465258.

tional Sectios.114,, ,
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UNIVERSITY
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• Federal agency delayed in sex discrimination investigation
examiner identify woman's body
• Publicity helps medical
• Prisoners on good behavior to avoid move to new prison

11ISMER

41, Sex discrimination

ow __om sex
BRUNSWICK,Maine(AP)— A Bowdoin College official says funding shcrtages
caused a federal agency investigating charges
of sex discrimination in the school's sports
program to postpone a visit to the campus
this week.
But a spokesman for the Department of
Education said Monday that the visit was
delayed because investigators want to c-onduet more research before visiting the school.
The department is investigating charges
by five members of the women's hockey
team who are upset about deteriorating equipment.limited access to the ice arona and the
hiring of what they contend is an inexperienced coach
The women (-attend the school is dis-

discrimination case delayed

criminating against women's sports programs because the athletic department gives
more money, time and resources to men's
sport,. teams
The "Title IX" complaint considers a
wide range of factors including whether
college resources match student interest
when deciding the v alidity of discrimination charges.
Scott Hood, spokesman for the private
liberal arts college,said the visit by a team of
six to eight investigators from the Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights
in Boston has beer delayed indetinitely because of a landing shortage.
But Rodger Murphey, a spokesman for
the agency in Washinatort said investiga-

civil rights guidelines. A ard said
"The law does not say it has to be Rasa
It has to be fair. It's not simply a matter of
counting the numbers and the dollars aid
making sure they are equaL" Ward said
Bowdoin is one of a handful ofcolleges
facing sex-discrimination complaintsin athletic programs.
Murphey said there were 36 complaints
about gender bias in athletic programs in
fiscal 1991. Of those, only nine involved
post-secondary schools, he said.
The education department can deny federal financial assistance money if an investigation finds there is discrimination, but
most schools are willing to work to remedy
any problems, he said.

tors want to perform more research before
visiting the campus. He said the investigation remains open.
"Our job is to clase these things out in a
timely manner. We're not delaying it for any
reason other than to make sure our ducks are
in a row," Murphey said.
James E. Ward, dean of the college. was
strapped for two weeks earlier this summer
when his office was asked for data alioto
everything from budgets and salaries toschedules, financial aid and publicity policies.
"We are not pleased to be the object of
a Title IX complaint, hut we intend to respond to the report and act promptly and
forthrightly," Ward said.
Equity, not equality, is the goal of the

•Drowning

Body ofMaine woman identified at Oregon morgue
manic depression tol )ears and was taking
medication.
Her body was found Aug. 21 after waters on the Hawthorne Bridge spotted it in the
Willamette River.
However, no identification was iej54:
and her body was kept at the Multnomah
County morgue.
Gray said it is unusual for the bodies of
women to go so long without identificatire
"They're usually identified in 24 houe
or so," he said.
The probable cause of death a as dro%
ing, Gray said. There was no indication of
foul play.

A e considered Jane one of the most
about Jane Hoyt in The Sunatly Oregonian.
Hoyt worked for three monthsin 1978 as creative people in promotion and television
a weather forecaster at KATU-TV in Port- advertising locally," said Mike Savage.
t%tyl StiP w2e prrynotion rrtAnerfirm.!COIN- spokesman for KOIN.
"We have a fairly senior staff and yes,
TV from 1980-86.
Officials at both stations expressed their most of them knew her," Savage added.
sympathy for Hoyt's family.
"They were terribly saddened to hear about
it."
Hoyt. 40, had moved to North Edgecomb, Maine. She returned in mid-August
to attend a friend's wedding but she disapDINING SERVICES STUDENT ADVISORY
peared a short time later.
COMMITTEE
Her sister, Margaret Guinasso of Portland. reported Hoyt missing on Aug. 16.
Guinasso said her sister had been baffling
Applications are now being accepted for five committee postions.
Committee responsibilities include meeting for one hour per week
November 2, 1992 through Mardi 31,1993.

PORTLAND,Ore.t AP)— Publicity about
a former television weather forecaster veho
was missing helped a medical examiner identify a body held at thc morgue I:3f 3 month.
"As soon as I saw the photo. I knew it
probably matched." deputy state medical
examiner Gene Gray said Monday of a story

Preach equality. Teach

Committee members will be asked to complete several
a&ssignments including secret shopper expeditions. analysis of new
food products and tast tests. Each committee member will be
compensated with S200 of MaineCard Campus Funds, half to be
paid November 2,1992, and .1c.rinary 11, 1993.

i
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SUGARLOAF

The successful candidate should be attending both fall and sprirq-,
semesters and he intersested in providing constructive ideas for the
improvement of Dining Se vices.

SEASON PASS

Committee member selection will be based on a 200 word (or less
essay titled: "Why I would like to serve on the Dining Services
Student Advisory Committee."
Please send name, address, phone number, and msas ,o:
Paul Riley,
Committee Chair,
l'niversity of Maine
c/a Memorial Union Retail operations,5748 Memorial Union.
Orano,Maine 04469-5748.
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+ Prison

)new prison

Inmates on best behavior to avoid"The Max"

lyed

Vard said
y it has to he 50-50
simply a matter of
nd the dollars and
;la::• Ward said
1-,ar.dful of college. s
n complaints in atb-

vere 36 complaints
hletic programs m
inly nine involved
he said.
ment can deny fed.
money if an invesliscrimi nation, but
to work to remedy

THOMASTON,Maine(AP)— Inmate::
at the aging state prison have been on their
best behavior all summer, hoping to avoid
transfer to "The Max" when it opens belatcell,. next nit:nth, the warden said Tuesday.
"They absolutely do not want to go over
,-la, warden at
there," said Martin Magnus.
the OS'erciowded maximum-security Mate
prisoninThonlaston. "Overall,there's been
a lack of problems this summer."
Magnusson could not immediately provide nttrnbers, but said assaults by inmates
on other inmates and on guards have been
rare. There's also been a sharp declire in
other infractions, such as congregating in
the dining area.
A new $16 million, high-tech compound
for 100 of the sorst offenders in Maine's
corrections system. which was scheduled to
open in August,is now due to open in October.
Inmates will be moved in small groups of

son. "We want to make sure everything's
eight to 12 to the austere, high-tech compound prison built in Maine since 1919.
right because we just can't afford to make a
will
structure
new
the
said
Magnusson
won't
Magnusson
in nearby Warren on dates
mistake."
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enable
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Home heating woes likely to continue this winter
PORTLAND,Maine(AP)—The good
news about heating prices this *inter is that
there are no international events to drise
prices upwards.
The bad news is many Mainers will still
have trouble paying their heating bills and
federal energy assistance funds may be cut
for low-income families.
"A lot of households will be facing a

very difficult budget situation."• said John
Flumerfelt, the state's energy policy director. "Even with a scenario of normal heating situation, it's going to be hard for some
people."
Congress is considering cutting the
Low -Income Home Energy Assistance
Program by 9.6 percent, said Dan Simpson,spokesman for the Maine State Hous-

ing Authority
If adopted, Maine's portion would be
cut from $20 million to about $18 million,
causing a greater strain on local general
assistance funds across the state, Simpson
said.
eidgc cost of retail heating oil
The it,
was between 80 and 90 cents per gallon on
Monday, the last day of summer, which

was in line with last winter's average of 87
cents per gallon, Flumerfelt said.
"It could be a little higher; it could be a
little lower. It could be much higher if
something happens overseas that we have
no control over," Flumerfelt said.
Last year's average cost for heating oil
in Maine was the lowest in two years and
the lowest in New England.
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• Saddam Hussein pulling ctrings to gain Shiite support
• Ceremony begins restoration of Roman Colosseum

WOrldNews

* Trans-Atlantic balloon race over, Americans break record

Mideast

Hussein Irvine to gain Shiite support
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Denied the
full use of his military to keep control
in
Iraq's oil-rich south, President Sadd
am
Hussein is pulling all the strings he can to
woo the Shiite Muslims who dominate the
region.
Countering Western charges that the
Shiites are repressed,state-run media repoo
virtually every day on new industrial projects
in the south, including roads, schools and
medical centers
But many of those projefa- 3r- ear to be
the belated reconstruction of oa
as damaged in the war and in last year's Shiite
rebellion.
The government also is heaping cash,
praise and land on local leaders in an effor
t
to ensure their loyalty, as Saddam has done
in the past when trouble flared.
h is also handing out fertilizer, seeds,
water pumps and other equipment so often
neglected southern tribes can work theirfarms.
Given travel and other restrictions on

foreign journalists in Iraq, it is difficult to
gauge how successful Saddam's campaign
has been
But he is having to grapple with deep
bitterness among many southern Shiites over
the harshness with which he crushed last
year's Shiite rebellion. Thousands were slain
and atrocities were committed by both sides.
Opposition leaders say Saddam's aim is
to build a buffer of loyal Shliter. between the
rebels and Baghdad so that if another uprising erupts Shiites will be seen to be fighting
Shiites.
Saddam likapaian apparently moved
into high gear after President Bush last month
barred Iraqi military aircraft from the country's airspace south of the 32nd parallel to
helo protect Shiite rebels udder attack by the
regime.
Correspondents taken on governmentmonitored tours ofsouthern provinces heard
tribal sheiks denounce the allied actior and
praise the government for improving their

Look both ways when crossing
runways at major airpotris.

Homecoming

King&Queen

living conditions.
fo the regime, maintaining control of
the south is crucial in keeping ethnically
mixed Iraq together in the aftermath of last
year's Persian Gulf War defeat.
Baghdad already has lost control of the
Kurdish north, where the U.S.-led allies set
up a protection zone.
'The Kurds, who comprise about 3.5 million of Iraq's 17 million people, have established a de facto state in the north and intend
to soon play host to a meeting of opposition
groups, including Shiites.
Shiites make up some 55 percent of
Iraq's population, but minority Sunni Muslims dominate the central government.
Sunnis, who include Saddam and most
of the top leaders of the ruling Baath Socialist Party. constitute about 15 percent of the
populace and control Baghdad and the central provinces.
When the "no-fly LOIle.. was started in
southern Iraq, government officials inune-

uhttei) delicut1Loti it as a
plot io partition
Iraq into three mini-states.
Despite a crackdown after
the Shuts
rebellion,insurgency still lingers
in the south.
An estimated 10,000 Shiite
guerrillas are
dispersed throughout the count
ry's southern marshlands.
Many Shiite chieftains joined the
rebellion and some escaped to Iran
or Saudi
Arabia, where they joined the
opposition.
Baghdad claims the uprising was
lothing mole than rioting and terrorism.It
blames
ian sabotenrs.
milaut during the fighting,a Baathist leader
who is now prime minister, Moha
mmad
Hamza,was seen on government videotapes
ordeiing army commanders in the southe
rn
city of Nasiriyah to eliminate three Shiite
tribes.
The government denies the army is fighting in the south, and Western allies say
Iraq's military has greatly reduced artillery
attacks in the area.

II Monument

Restoration begins on
Rome's Colosseum
ROME kAPI— With a symbolic spray
of
cleansing water,restoration began Tuesd
ay on
the 2.000-year-old Colosseum, black
ened by
car exhaust and rattled by traffic.
Actual work to clean the monument
and
make it more resistant to traffic vibra
tions and
earthquake tremors won't begin for
some time
until studies are completed.
The ancient amphitheater,symbol
of' Eternal Rome," will stay open to
tourists during the
work, scheduled to take up to four
years.
Among the guests at the ceremony,'
was the
piesident of the Banca di Roma
, which is
footing the $32 million bl. Plans
to shore up
1 noir to all firt-ear

the monument stood still for years while a
sponsor was sougha
With city and national :
.- affers short of
funds,companies ranging from mattress manufactures to insurance sellers have stepped in to
rescue decaying monuments and gain good
will.
The director general of the Italian Cultural
Ministry. Francesco Sisinni, told reporters the
traffic that now circles the monument in the
heart of Rome might eventually be re-routed.
Adrian° La Regina, Rome's archtvolog
superintendent, said nighttime security would
be stepped upto t.ry to halt increasing vandalism.
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Trans-Atlantic Balloon Race
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Bangor to Europe race ends; US sets record
ROTTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) —
The first balloonists to soar from the
Americas to Arica touched down in Moroccc
Tuesday, poignantly breaking the world
endurance record set by one of the
s
late father.
Amencans Richard Abruzzo and Troy
Bradley.whose southward drift had put them
out. of the running in the first u ans-Atlantic
balloon lace, came down in open terrain
about 60 miles southeast of Casablanca,
race officials said.
The U.S. team's balloon was the last to
touch down in a race that began Wednesday
with five craft lifting off from a racetrack in
Bangor, Maine.

The two men had spent just over 144
hours in the air, beatinp. Ben Abruzzo's
record by some 7 hours. The achievement
was dear to Richard Abruzzo.
it imam more than anything else to
him to keep the rccord in the family," said
Jennifer Rawles, Abruzzo's girlfriend, who
followed the race anxiously from the race
tracking center in Rotterdam.
Ben Abruzzo died Feb. 11, 1986, trying
to make an emergency landing at Albuquerque. N.M., in his own plane.
He was the first person to cross the Atlantic in a balloon, setting the endurance record
of 137 hours and five minutes in 1978.
The younger Abruzzo and Bradley broke

call and

3029

that record before dawn tr-viay.
"It's neat to see your kids' dreams fulfilled. It's pretty special to me," said Denise
Bradley,Troy's mother, who had spent long
hours at the tracking center.
The Americans had held the lead for a
short time on Fnday, hut were passed by the
winning Belgian team Their strategy had
been to rise into faster high altitude currents,
but the currents blew them too far south.
The Americans landed at abcut 8:10
a.m., but this wasn't confirmed until several
hours later by the tracking center. Direct
communication with the craft had been lost
due to a generator failure Monday and the
balloon had to be guided in by Morrocar, air

FarnFne

traffic controllers.
Abruzzo.29,of Santa Fe, N.M.,isracing
and special events director for the Santa Fe
Ski Company. He has been ballooninf for
13 years.
riradley,28,of Albuquerque.is a professional balloon pika. He started flying solo at
the age of 14.
On Monday, the Belgian team of Wim
Vcrsu-aeten and Bert,and Pic.-ard crossed toe
coastline of Portugal after a flight of 114
hours and 27 minutes to win the race.They set
down later in the Spanish village of Pogue
The trans-Atlantic race follows major
improvements in safety and range that have
revolutionized the sport of ballooning.
11/

40 El Salvadore

Audrey Hepburn visits Reb
els turn in weapons
Somalian refugee camp
MOGADISHU,Somalia(AP)— At the
La Foole camp,crowded with thousands of
Somalis fleeing famine, nobody recognized
the tall, thin actress with high cheekbones.
It didn't bother her a bit.
Audrey Hepburn greeted mothers and
children in English. French and Italian on
Monday. She picked up several youngsters.
One deaf mother of a premature baby,lying
in bed in the clinic, blew her a kiss.
Hepburn bent down to hold the hand of a
painfully thin little girl, who wore a piece of
bleached cloth and was sucking her thumb.
"I want to take her home," she said. "I
want to pick her up — but I'm afraid she'll
break."
For Hepburn, who became famous for
performances in such films as "Breakfast at
Tiffany's," "Roman Holiday" and"My Fair
Lady," movies have long since taken a back
seat to places where children are suffering.
Over the past six years, as a goodwill
ambassador for UNICEF,Hepburn has seen
the effects of civil war, disaster and famine
in Ethiopia, Sudan, Bangladesh, Vietnam
and Latin America — especially on menyoungest and most vulnerable citizens.
"How can you not ... do something for
somebody who needs help? 1 grew up that
way — through five years of war," during
World War!!,she said as she toured Mogad-

ishu and saw youngsters with protruding
ribs and matchstick limbs.
She has traveled through Europe, the
United States, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand raising money for UNICEF programs for needy children.
"The only purpose I can serve is to be yet
another witness," she said in an interview.
"But I have the advantage of being able to
speak to people- whether it's 800 businessmen or 500 women, to tell them what I've
seen."
For the past two years, she has been
speaking out about the famine in Somalia
and lobbying to come to Mogadishu,but the
trip was delayed until this week on security
grounds.
Several bursts of gunfire near Medina
Hospital during her visit accentuated the
continued instability of Somalia, which is
run by feuding warlords and roving bands of
heavily armed teen-agers.
Undeterred, she visited feeding centers,
hospitals, the port and U.S. troops, and discussed ways to speed up relief shipments.
She was to fly today to Baicloa and Bardera. among western Somali towns hardest
hit by famine.
Drought and warfare have combined to kill
more than 100.000SoinaliS.and J.N.officials
say 2 million more are at risk of starvation

HMO
Would like to welcome all students to
it's first meeting of the year on Sat.
Sept 26, 7:00 PM Sutton Lounge

We Look Forward To Meeting You!!

r driver's

0
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Information about RoshHashanah (High Holidays)
services will be available at the meeting.
For more information please call 581-1789.
Hillel would like to wish the Jewish community a
Happy and Healthy New Year .
Jewish Student Organization on Campus

I

AGUACAYO. El Sal% ador (Al') — now we will enter the pohticai straggle."
Leftist guerrillas are earning in their %capSome 76,000 Salvadorans.!liostl;'civilons to U.N. observers under peace accords ians, died in the war
that ended 3 crippling 12.year civil war.
The U.N. agreement, which took effect
One-fifth of the rebel force is to be demobi- Ich. 1,pmvidesforan overhaul of the armed
lized this week
forces, police, judiciary, electoral sysiri
'I am not giving up(my weapon t, I am and most other institutions,and for convertdepositing it.'' Serbelio Nunez said Mon- ing the guerrilla army into a legal political
day as some 380 rebels turned in their arms organization.
during a cern—icony ui Agliacayo nbutil 20
Land distribution to former rebels has
miles northest of San Salvador.
become a point of bitter contention in fulfillLike many rebels, he said he would not ing accords signed in Mexico City in January.
hesitate to take up arms again if the governThe rebels want 1,890 plots to be distribment of rightist President Alfredo Cristiani uted now.
does not fulfill its part of the ponce accord.
Remaining land is to be divided by Oct.
Nunez held the rank of major in the 31, when demobilization of the F7vILN is to
Farabundo Marti National Libetation Front. be complete and all aspects of the accords
or FINLN.
are niet by both sides.
"I feel good because I can say 'mission
Anothertouchy issue isrefonn ofEl Salvaaccomplished,' "he said. "1 Nive accomsiticaiypowerfiui military,w-hichstands
plished the first stage of the struggle, and accused of widespread human rights abuses

—

DARKROOMS
Develop your film at
The Union.
There is a $10 user fee per semester including
free chemicals and instruction. See Andy at the
Darkroom,3rd floor of The Union,on Mondays
11:30am1:30pm and Tuesdays
12:30pm-1:30pm.
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•Speech

Mass.DA rep discusses smut assault
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
Abuse in relationships and its impact
was the topic of a speech sponsored by the
11Maine Panhellenic and Interfraternity
Councils Monday esening.
Michaelene O'Neill McCann, director
of tne Victim/Witness Assistance program
in the Essex County district attorney's office of Salem, Mass., discussed sexual
crimes and ways to better deal with them.
"We as a society have not yet given out
a message that verbal and physical abuse is
not okay," McC'anr.said."Our soc iety reinforces roles of the women as gatekeepers
and the men as initiators of sex"
McCann focused on rape, especially
acquaintance and date rapes. which make
up the great majority. In fact,only one rape
in five is committed by a stranger.
Facts like these are known, McCann
said, because women have begun to talk
about rape more often.
"Women who have been victims are
now more willing to come forward and tell
their stories," McCann said.
However,she stressed that studies have
shown less than 10 percent of rapes are
reported. In fact, some studies have estimated the number of women who report in
111W aS Grie in .30.
"Sexual assault is a hidden,silent crime.
There is so much shame and humiliation
involved," McCann said, adding that the
440

also on college campuses and even in the
home.
"There are no hoendaries. It happens
to people of all ages. ail social and economic backgrounds,acid all ethnic groups."
she said. "Sexual abuse knows no boundaries.Verbal abuse is as damaging as the
violence and goes along with it. she said.
"None ofthe violence that we see comes
without a verbal context as well." she said.
"There is an increase in the victim's
vulnerability because of the high verbal
abuse rate, which causes lower self-esteem.Another topic of concern,especially on
college campuses, is the high instance of
alcohol abuse in sexual assault crimes.
"Fifty-five percent of (rape) victims
have been using alcohol and 75 percent of
attackers have," McCann said.
Michaelene O'Neill McCann speaks to
The issue of whether consent has been
an audience of greeks Monday night
given becomes an important factor in cases
in Hauck Auditorium.(Stevens photo.)
where alcohol is involved. McCann stressed
that communication is a crucial factor
right to choose whether or not to go to the
"Any sexual activity with a woman who
authorities should ultimately be the wom- is too drunk to give consent constitutes a
an's.
crime." McCann said.
"Rape takes away a tremenaous amount
She said sometimes violence is seen as
of control. and the choice to go to the police acceptable because it is connected
to other
Or DOt should be in the victim's control,reasons,such as alcohol or drug use. Howshc •said
ever. she said it is not the cause or the
McCann also addressed physical abuse excuse.
and sexual harassment. saying they are
"The responsibility lies with the abuser.
problems not only in the workplace. but and that's where we
have to put it,- she

said.
McCann emphasized other problems
the rave issue brings up on college campuses, such as what the protocol should be
after a rape has occurred. At some colleges
there are internal investigations, which
McCann said are unfair to the victim and
can cause problcms later if the case goes it,
trial.
Another problem is what to do about
people who live in the same residence hall.
Obviously it is best to separate them. but
who should be moved, and where? And if
the male is removed from the hall of his
choice, doesn't that assume he is guiltv
before he has had a chance to prove he is
not?
These can be large problems foi colleges, because the average time for a case to
come to trial is nine months to a year. and
bad publicity' for the college can remain at
least that long.
McCann said she was encouraged to see
the rape awareness banners as she towed
UMaine, and was glad to hear of Rape
Awareness Week,but said that much more
needs to be done on all college campuses to
prevent rape.
Awareness and self-defense programs,
fr-shman orientation seminars and better
campus lighting were some of her suggestions.
"We can no longer be thece iusi to pick
up the pieces," McCann said. "We need to
become more pro-active.-

Hi every.

SUPPLIES

Shirley Schneider
700 Mt. Hope Ave. Bid. 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781

Betsy Schneider
194 Main Street
Ellsworth, Maine 0460
667-4446

ELEC1ROLYSIS CENTER
Northern Maine's Largest Art Store
Serving the Professional and
Student Artist with a Complete
Line of Artist Materials

The only PERMANENT method of unwanted hair removal
for men and women.
PROFESSIONAL • CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE
Free Consultations

GOLD • SILVER • DIAMONDS• GUNS•

WATCHES• RINGS• MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Five Stores to Serve You- 'We Buy

Penobscot Paint Products
191 Exchange St.
n(-Tray 11fir:

945-3171

Anything Worth Buying"

Wise Trading Company

c
rri
ci3

31 Washington Street •
Penobscot Plaza 'Bangor • 945-6648

• BUY,SELL,& TRADE •
Gold, Silver, Diamonds,

Guns, Musical Instruments,
Watches, Rings, Cameras, Antiques,
TV's & Tools

Serving You From 5 Locations across the state:
Bath • Portland • Lewiston
• Augusta • Bangor
• TOOLS• GOLD • CAMERAS•

c.„

F
73

6

SILVER • DIAMONDS • MtISIC,AL INSTRLIMFNTS• Elt•
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STUDENT SENATE
A
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Kat/A_

ELECTION S

CANDIDATES FOR SENATOR NEEDED FOR:
ANDROSCOGGIN
KENNEBEC -1
STODDER -1
PEVOBSCOT -1
GANNE7T -1
OXFORD -1
SOMERSET -1
BALLENTATEICOLVItviESTABR00KE

AROOSTOOK -1
YORK -1
YORK VILLAGE -1
HART -1
CUMBERLAND -1
DTAV -1
KNOX -I
HAATCOCK -1

22 OFF-CAMPUS SEATS

CANDIDATES NEEDED FOR PRESIDENT AND
VICE PRESIDENT OF
RESIDENTS ON CAMPUS(R.O.C)
A Board of Student Government

str,et,
lane Cr460 446

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO HELP DETERMINE WHAT HAPPENS
ON CAMPUS.
CANDIDATES SHOULD BE WILLING TO DEVOTE
AT LEAST 12 HOURS PER WEEK AND MUST LIVE ON CAMPUS.

removal

3LE

IF You ARE INTERESTED IN ANY OF THE PREVIOUSLY
MENTIONED POSMONS,PICK UP NOMINATION PAPERS IN
INSTRUMENTS:1

THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
ON THE THIRD FLOOR OF THE MEMORIAL UNION.

Buying"

Pay

tri

ANY QUESTIONS CALL:

581-1775

•945-6648

aments,
Tools

state:
Bangor

NEW NOMINATION DEADLINE:
SEPTEMBER 28TH, 3:30 P.M.
IN THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
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Berryman

Remember the days when you were young, and you stood
outside waiting for the school bus. With lunchbox in hand and
your Snoopy pencil set, you were ready to conquer a dav of
eduction.
Gone are the days of Mom making lunches, for rr st anyway. Now we face college. die final educational frontier. I
think there is one class this university is missing. It's a Utopian kind of class,
and all schools should have at lc .
First of all, the class would not meet at 8 a.m., in fact it probably wouldn't
even start until well after notno actuld
- ly it might not even inert at all.
There would net be an attendance policy and participation would not be part
of your final grade. Doesn't it just blow when you are required to speak in class
but you prefer to participate in your own silent way?
All professors would speak clearly and in a language we can all understand.
I'm not referring just to foreign professore but also to those from other states
who say "How are weee." Not only would lessons be audible.. but
they would
also make sense and be interesting. For some this is a new concept.
Professors would actually have experience in the subjecliKey are teaching.
It's !ike if you are taking a Spanish class it's a given that the person can speak
Spanish and hopefully has a bit more experience than just grad school.
Onto the topic of books- books are cool as long as they don't cost S49.95,
and
that's used The books would be light, comical and you would never have
to
take them to class. I prefer to leave those babies at home, no sense giving
yourself a hernia.
The class would teach you how to get through iife, specifically how to get
through college in five years or less with a semi-impressive GPA and the
degree
of your choice. Students could adjust the coutsc to meet their own needs.
The first lesson would have to be on how to party and still make it to class
the
next day. Not only would your body be present but your brain too. Some of
the
best work can be done after a night of relaxation and inspiration (obviously
I
should try this before I write my next column).
How to get through college without ever stepping into the library would be
another lesson. I'm sure it's been done, but how successfully is the questio
n.
And ‘k hat about all that reading on reserve in the library, get rid of that or
get
around it somehow
An important lesson would be on how to cross College Ave. when classes
have just let out Ask my roommate, it's no easy task. It's not just a maner
of
standing in the co.!sswalk and looking both ways. I've seen young parents.
usually fathers. use their baby carriages as a way of stopping traffic so they can
cross Seriously., they just push their bundle ofjoy out into traffic because
they
figure cars will stop. It's a good thing the kid doesn't know what their
parent is
doing, talk about therapy.
Pool. everyone should learn how to play pool The hours of fun which
can be
had hanging out around a pool table are endless. It s a great stress reliever
too.
Just remember, ie s always good to have a stategy and a defensive player.
If only the university offered such a class, maybe then we wouldn't yawn.
Jill Berryinon it a jow-nalism major who enjoys walking across
campus at 3
in the morning.
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•Technology

Computers are costly
With the new computer clusters,the
university and Computer and Instructional Technology, or CTT, seem to be
meeting the needs of students.
We are in the midst ofa revolution in
society, where we are ever more dependent on computers in everyday life.
Those who go through life without basic
computer skills are missing the boat,
especially when so much is offered on
college campuses.
In addition to clusters run by departments for their own students,there now
are several public clusters open to all
students.The newest one is in the Union,
were the bowling alleys used to be located. This cluster alone has computers of
differing types, to fit individual needs.
Main frame access and plenty of printers are available. The Umon cluster has
a total of 66 computers, including 20
IBMs,23 DECs and 23 Macs.
Add to this the other public clusters,
such as the one in the library and the one
to be opened soon in Estabrooke,
and

there is a good number of machines for
the on-campus student to use. Commuters also may soon have access to a new
cluster on the Bangor campus, which
will eliminate extra driving to Orono.
Eventually,there are plans to enable
any on-campus student to log onto the
main frame from their dorm moms.The
only thing the student would have to do
is provide their own machine, or perhaps rent from the university.This would
ease the crowding of public clusters and
would enable students to access all of
the programs available at the public
clusters.
The only down side to all the wonderful innovations and improvements
the university is providing is how it is
being financed. Students are assessed a
$2 per credit hour technology fee to pay
for the computers and their improvements.
There are enough fees assessed to
students, and adding another one- even
for an excellent cause is not warranted.

•StudentServices

On the road again
University of Maine students have a
few'Thank-you"notes to write due
to the
return of the Late Night Local.
Addressoneto Al Jenkins,interim president,and vice presidentofFmancial
Affairs
ofResidentson Campus(ROC).
According
to Dr. Robert Dana, director of
Substance
Abuse Services and director of
the Late
Night Local, Jenkins and ROC stepped
in
and came up with $3,300 of the
$4.000
needed to fund the service year-round.
Luckily Jenkins had the vision to
put
student money into a ‘k eekly service
that
can he. and lc. used hy alI students.

Address the other to Max 5urry,executive director of the Alumni Association
who donated the remaining $700.
It's easy and convenient for students to
believe the misconception that the Alumni
Association does nothing for them while
they're undergrads, but Bum/just proved
them wrong.
Thanks to both organizations, safe
weekend transportation has been provided
for all students for the entire school year.
Judging by the first weekend's response- 232 students used the Local- the
money was well spent.
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Thursday 24

Red Cross

Not At The Mall Film Series,
7:00p.m. & 9-30p.m. Paris is
Burning Hauck Auditorium,
.Memorial Union. Admission.

LJ

No Popcorn Cinema, 7:00p.m.
Dune. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by The Union
Board. Free.

Thursday Night Coffeehouse at
the Ram's Horn, 9:00p.m. Ram's
Horn, behind York Village. Movie:
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Manhattan; Music: Will Turner,
formerly of Bamboo Taxi; Beer w/
I.D., free munchies. Sponsored by
the Off Campus Board Free.

Blood Drive

Friday 25

F-

Lounge, Memorial Union.

TODAY

No Popcorn Cinema, 7:00p.m.

0

2:00p.m: - 7:00p.m.
Gannett Hall

"T.G.I.F." Jazz, 12:15p.m. Bangor

Miami Blues. Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union. Sponsored by
The Uninti Board Free.

Saturday 26
Movie, 6:30p.m. & 9:15p.m. Fried

To help relief efforts in Florida
and Hawaii.

Green Tomatoes. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Admission.

Sunday 27

ax Surry,exectni
ig $700.
a for students to
that the Alumni
for them while
[fly just proved
nizations, safe
; been provided
r school year.
weekend's rethe Local- the

Co-sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega National
Service Fraternity and Gamma Sigma Sigma
National Service Sorority.

Movie, 2:00p.m. & 6:30p.m. The
Great Mouse Detective. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Admission.

Sept. 23 - Sept. 3011992
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ifleetings

Movies
Wednesday 23
Popcorn Cinema 12:vi.p.m.
31iarni
Nutier Lounge.
Memorial Union. Sponsored by
The Union Board Free.

Thursday 24
Not At The Mall Film series.
700p.m. & 9:30p al. Pans is
Burning. Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union. Admission.
No Popcorn Cinema. -.00p.m.
Dune Nutter Lounge. Memorial
Union. Sponsored by The Union
Board. Free.

Friday 25
No Popcorn Cinema -:00p.m.
Miami Blues. Nutter Lou-ige
Memorial Union. Sponsored by
The Union Board Free

Saturday 36
‘IoN-ie 6:

y44

gednesday 23

Friday 25

Student Alumni Association.
5:30p.m. Crossland Alumni Center,
across from Alfond Arena; every
Wednesday.

Overeaters Anonymous
12:00p.m. Oki !own Room.
Memorial Union

Tuesday 29
Thursday 24

ry..x, Popcorn & Game Night.

_Alanon. 11:00-a.m. Old Town
Room. Memorial Union.

6:00p.m. FEE room, basement of

American Indians at Maine.
6:00p.1. Old town Room.
Memorial Union: This week:
-Oreanizational Meeting- topic:
elections.
Maine Peace Action Committee
(MPAC)4:00p.m. Room 10. The
Maples. every Thursday: for more
information. call 581-3861.
The Black Bear Mourotain
Bikers. -I:00p.m. Bangor Lounge.
Niemonai Union: race information.
trail maps.

Sunday 27
-4i-pp.m. & o:30p.m. The

Wilde-Stein Meeting. 6:30p.m.
Sutton Lounge. Memorial Union.
Wilde-Stein is interested in
discussing gay, lesbian, and
bisexual issues and concerns, and
planning gay, lesbian, and
bisexual events and activities:
every Thursday.

Monday 28
No Popcorn Cinema.
Local Herc Nutter Lounge.
Memonal. Union. Sponsored by
The Union Board Free

Tuesday 29
Environmental Theater.
-:00p.m. 10: Ne‘ille Hall: to be
announced.

Wednesday 30

Alcoholics Anonymous
4:00p rn. Old Town Room.
Memorial Union.

Alcoholics Anonymous.
12:00p.m. Old Town Room.
Memorial Union

& 9:15p.m. Fried
Green Tomatoes. Hauck
Auditorium. Memorial Uriion.
Admission.

Movie 2
L;rea: Mouse Detective. Hauck
Auditorium. MenUnion.
Admission.

eetings cora)

Balentine Hall; information night,
sponsored by Gamma Sigma
Sigma National Service Sorority.

14'ednesday.30
Alcoholics Anonymous.
12:00p.m. Old Town Room,
Memorial Union.
Sharing Circle for Healing
Racism. 11:00a.m. 1912 Room.
Memorial Union: for those
interested in examining and
healing their own racism.
STI4-Incnns.ri by the T2-0,-;;

every Wednesday.
17.1.- Ice Cream Social/Black &
White Night. 6:00p.m. FYI
room, basement of Balentine Hall:
information night, sponsored by
Gamma Sigma Sigma National
Service Sorority.

Maine Masque. b:00p.m. Green
Room. Hauck Auditorium.
:N.iernorial Union: open meeting.
everyone welcome.
fl W'm. Lose, or Draw Night.
0:00p m. PLE. room, basement of
Balentine Hall; information night,
sponsored by Gamma Sigma
Sigma National Service Sorority

No Popcorn Cinema _
Hoaciers. Nutter Lounge. .iemorial
Union. Sponsored by The Union
Board. Free.

Quote of the day:

I'm the one that.s g6,nna have to die uben it's timefor
me to die. so let me live my life the way I want to.

The University of Maine
Amateur Radio Club
(WlYA) is teaching a
"HAM" radio course for
Novice/Technician "Nocode" licenses. If you are
interested in the class,
teaching or have
suggestions, please
contact Alan Hallberg at
947-1220 anytime. This
course is tentatively
scheduled for midI
October, in conjunction
with the Orono Boy Scout
Troop.

Ifentirix
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Speakers CvirA Athletics

ray 25

Wednesday 23

Wednesday 23

frklay 25

iymous,
n Room.
Union.

One Night Stand Coffee Breaks
with Barney and Micheal
Martin;"Common Ground"
8:00p.m. Damn Yankee, Union.

Healthspeak Series 12:20p.m.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union;
Panel on "Progress Towards
Universal Health Care In Maine"

Ultimate Frisbee, 3:30p.m. on the
Mall. Every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday at 3:30p.m. Contact
Tom Molloy at 581-6797 for more
information.

Friday 25

Friday 25

"F.G.LF."Jazz, 12:15p.m. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

"Microenterprise Development
as an Economic Development
Strategy" 1:30p.m. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union;
featuring Ela Blatt, Chair of the
Trustees for Women's World
Banking(WWB)and General
Secretary of the Self-Employed
Women's Association(SEW).

iymous.
ri Room,
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ay 29
Thursday 24

e Night,
.rrient of
in night,
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Sorority.

Thursday Night Coffeehouse at
the Rams Horn, 9:00p.m. Ram's
Horn, behind York Village. Movie:
Manhattan; Music: Will Turner,
formerly of Bamboo Taxi. Beer w/
I.D., free munchies. Sponsored by
the Off Campus Board. Free.
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Saturday 26
'Maine Women's Field Hockey
vs. Colgate, 11:00a.m.

Sunday 27
UMaine Women's Tennis vs.
Salem, 12:00p.m. Adjacent to east
side of Memorial Gymnasium.

Tuesday 29
Women In Curriculum Lunch
Series, 12:15p.m. Bangor Lounge,
topic to be announced.

Misc.

Elealing
2 Room.
or those
ring and
: racism.
Club:
lnesdav.

UMaine Men's Soccer vs.
Drexel, 4:00p.m. Athletic field
north of baseball field.

UMaine Men's Soccer vs.
Delaware, 1:00p.m. Athletic field
north of baseball field.

Wednesday 23
Volleyball and barbeque,
?:00p.m. in the York Commons
field (between York Commons
and York Village), Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) volleyball at 3:00p.m. Free
Burgers and drinks at 5:00p.m.
V'MEB Maine Masque Radio
Theatre, 8:30p.m. on the airwaves, 91.9FM, WMEB; Some
wicked good show

1

Tuesday 29
An Adventure in Chinese Song
and Dances 7:00p.m. Hutchins
Concert Hall, Maine Center for the
Arts; Admission.

•
THE

•

•

Wednesday 23
UMaine Men's Soccer vs.
Thomas. 4:00p.m. Athletic field
north of baseball field.
UMaine Women's Tennis vs.
Colby, 4:00p.m. Adjacent to east
side of Memorial Gymnasium.
Ultimate Frisbee. 3:30p.m. on the
Mall. Every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday at 3:30p.m. Contact
Tom Molloy at 581-6797 for more
information.

Only 17 more days
until October
Break!

The Soup Kitchen
now in the Damn Yankee

COFIEESHOP

Menu

in the Union
Wednesday 23
Spanikopita

Monday tht u Friday,
7:00am. to '2:OOa.m.

Thursday 24
Ratatouille

Monday 28
Ethiopian dinner

Saturday & Sunday,
1:00p,m. to 12:00a.r1i.

Tuesday 29
Mushroom & vegetable strudel

Wednesday 30
Cajun dinner

Now located on the
third floor, in the Ford
Room.

Thursday 31
Peppers stuffed with mixed grains & vegetables
Open 5:00p.m. to 6:30p.m. Monday to Thursday

Sept. 23- Sept. 50,1,92
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The Union Coneeshoo
Monday-Sunday
9:00a.m. 11:30p.m.
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The Maine Gentor or the Arts
Monday -i-rmay
9:00a.m. 4.00p,m.

October 5th
8:00p.m.
Hutchins Concert Hall
Maine Center for the Arts

Fur mom

Cali
The Multicultural PrIthrams Office
581-1425

If you'd like to have your organization's meeting or act
ivity listed
in The Campus Crier, then cut out the form below, fill it
in, and
drop it off at 16 Chadbourne Hall. It's that easy!
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Listing
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•
•••

Listing Type (check all that apply)
.
1-11 Meeting
Speaker
Misc.
IJ Sports
Movie
a Entertainment
Reli
gion
[:11 List All Semester
•
•
•
# Where:
0
0
0

Day/Date:

Time:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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e

Admission:
•

Contact Person:
Description:
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Volume VI, Issue II
Layout & Design: Michael Day, Norm Nelson
Artwork: Tim Carrier
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP
Media Services to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing
information on artistic, educational, and spiri
tual
programs. It provides free listings of all stud
entrelated events and services. We try to publ
ish a
complete listing of campus events and
studentrelated activities. When placing a listing,
please
include the following information: Name
,
Organization, Phone Number, Time, Date
,
Location, Cost, and a short description of
the
event.
Send all submissions through
campus mail to: The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall, or
call us at 581-4359. Deadline is
Friday at 5:00p.m. the week
before the listing is to appear.
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Arrests were justified
To the Editor:
This is regarding the letter entitled
-Sneaky Squadron" written by Deborah
Karchenes. She states that the Penobscot
County Sheriffs Department played "a really cheap trick" on her when they arrested
her for not paying a fine that was over due.
think she played a really cheap trick on the
tax payers of this county when she didn't
pm them the tine that she owed.
All adults should know the concepts of
responsibility, and cause and effect. !f you
get :, aught committing a misdemeanor you
are usually sentenced to pay a fine And
guess what? If you don't pay your fine
there's a good chance you're going to he
arrested. That's the way it is. and thzt's the
way it should be.
Take a little responsibility for you own
actions instead of trying to blame it on the
police. Let's not forget who committed the
crime here in the first place, it wasn't the
sheriff's department, it was Deborah
Karchenes.
Instead ofasking"why couldn't they come
to my home instead of tricking me the way
they did?" maybe you should he asking "why.
did I commit a crime in the first place?"

•WA.R.

w

80)4

NAVAL AVIATOR,

xit.ts
ouomeo

3

"IlmES
Also, where cio you get the pail to sugAVERA6E 'sun *
gest that the police should have to drive to
your home? If the police caii save tax dollars by bringing "wanted people" to them.
then they should be commended for it.
I took offense to some of your childish
comments, such as when you referred to
the sheriffs department as "slimy,deceivYOUNt. DAN QuAya:
ing people who don't give a damn if I feed
DeD6Ev pokArr- e•Y Joimf44
my baby or not." I won't waste space disTh PJA1tOPt. 6tamv.
cussing the maturity of these comments,or
5xAvELy OEFENpEp ipo4,4
lack there of, hut I would like to spot light
F4,or-1 ME Vier toi/
1
4)6
your cheap attempt at trying to grandst:nd
sympathy by. mentioning your hungry baby.
You go on to say that the police "should
E:N(E P•F AO_ LY
MAYSE MIL 1 TA PLY
have handled the payment of court fines in
ISN'T 714AT itiPork,TAN)-r ANYWAY.
an on-the-level manner." You Deborah,are
the one who didn't handle the fine properly;
•Sheriffs department
you didn't pay it!
Finally, you state that "coppers aren't
always out for the good of the people." In
this case they summonsed you when you
broke the law, andthen arrested you when
To theEditor:
is honest citizens like myself who think peoyou broke it again by not pay ing.
ple like you are siimy. and deceiving for not
I would say the police are doing theirjobs
This is sn response to the letter entitlod giving a damn ahnut p,aying vv.hat you owe.
and serving the good of the people just fine.
"Sneaky Squadron." I read Deborah
It is a pretty low tria for you to hide behind
Karchenes'
sob
story
in
the
Bangor
Daily
your
hubs. You want the police to think of
Bill Preis
News
a
few
weeks
aro
and
I
was
angered
by
your
baby
while fightfiilly. anesfing you. That
Old Town
it. hut that she wants to spread her jaded makes me wonder what you were thinking of
opinion to the university population. I feel when you assaulted someone, obviouslv not
q-ompelled to reply.
your baby.
Deborah, you say the Penobscot County
do not have the most favorable view of
Sheriffs Department played a rally cheap policemen, but before I go calling them liars
trick on you. That could not he further from and tricksters I make sure they have done
the truth. you are the one who played a really something wrong In this case no misjustiee
injustice by another. Advocating "violence cheap trick on the residents of thiscommuni
has been committed, except by you. I think
and crude awareness" does not provide a by not paying your fine.
you're upset because the justice system you
solution. it only complicates the problem
You tell the story as if the police were the thought you could swindle,hoodwinked you!
From their letter it is clear that the mem- criminals. You are the one who committed a If trickery is what it takes to get people like
bers of W.A.R. are not looking for real crime (according to the Bangor article that you to pay up then I'm all for it.
solutions tO these problems
crime was assault). So I don't feel it's awful
You ask. why couldn't the police call you
They are merely looking for an excuse that the police tricked you, I think it's awful about your unpaid fine" I have a question for
that yivu zssaulted someone You stated."...the you now. Why couldn't you just pay. the fine'
to hate.
sheriffs department - of whom I think are
Daniel Homan slimy, deceiving people who don't give a
Jeff Swallow
Androscoggin Hall damn if I feed my baby or not...." In reality. it
I lamnden

!Fp.)

Payment or punishment

Complicuing the publern
To the Editor:
I read the letter to the editor."Declaring
War at UMaine," and was appalled. The
group W.A.R. claims to oppose such problems as rape. homophobia., sexism, racism,
and other forms of discrimination.This I
wholeheartedly support.
What appalls me is the method and tone
of their opposition. Their approach would
only replace one form of hate, fear, and

SAP
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nt-

ntise

]

3

3
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Letters to the Editor should be no longer than 250 words.
Letters may be sent to The Maine Campus Suite 7A Lord Hall.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions
for length, taste and libel.
•Politics

Bicycle
Awareness?
To the Editor

Senator underestimated shortfall
To the Editor:

•Safety

an exercise of any description
Clearly O'Dea was not an economics or
accounting major during his temporary residence in Maine. Equally clear is the wisdom
in the university's resistance to his attempts to
meddling in and micro-management the insti-

In a front page story published last week,
opening salvos were launched in what is
destined to be an extremely vitriolic debate
over the next biennial budget.
As part of this story, you quoted Rep.(and tution.
State Senate hopeful) John 0'Dea as having
As an undergraduate elected to the legislasaid that the projected 51.000,000,000(that's ture. Orono and the I lniversity: should have
billion with a"B")shortfall was an "account- been able to count on O'Dea as a friend in
ing exercise." Accounting exercise? AC- Augusta. This has most assuredly not been the
COI NTNG EXERCISE!!??
case.
Fortunately. his term expires in January
Any first year accounting student recognizes that a ten-digit shortfall is far more than and his opponent in the Senate race appears to

he highly qualified and motivated to be a true
friend of Orono's, the l'niversitv's and all
residents of his district.
A billion dollar shortage in the biennial
budget will require more than sonic "accounting exercises" to erase. Voters of all
persuasions should think long and hard and
decide whether they want the myopic vision
of the present representative or the business
acumen of MI. Trott as their agent in solving
this crisis
Jon Sias. Sr. PA mayor
I'ddington

Rape Awareness Week,isn't there a more
positive aspect?
For example. one could have a "Bicycle
Accident Awareness Week"with stones about
being hurt by the carelessness of others
Or one could tell about ways to exhibit
"Bicycle Courtesy ...let others know when you
are approaching from behind. I discovered this
one morning when I found myselfin the middie
of a bicycle race Whenever anyone passed me
from behind. they %monk!say "On the left" to let
me know they- were passing and on which side.
I liked this courte,sy. and it contributed to our
mutual satety
Frank Geraion

Orono
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Your Daily
jCS Horoscope
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by Jeff MacNelly

For Wednesday,SeptPniber 23
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Affectionate demonstrative and quick to fall in
love, you were born for mmance! Naturally
perceptive and understanding, you are devoted
to the needsofyourspouse and family members.
ARIES(March 21 • April 19): Disagreemerits with co-workers aren't as clear-cut as
they first appear. You are looking at the same
problems but(mm oppusite angles. Try to stay
cool it's important to appearconfident Ntatev
yem inner qualms_
TAURUS(April 20 - May 201: You may
have tochange your schedule to fit your prestnt
situation, but keep one eye trained on your king
range goals: They don't have to dIallge A
minorsetback today conk]actually.lead 40something interesting.
GEMINI (May 21 28): You'll
easily see through the false(mn15 and emotional walls people use to keep others_ from getting
too close. The true motivations that are hidden
within are betrayed by small gestures and real
actions.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Offering
'n-11.11 help to an overwhelmed associate may go
unnoticed in their panic. Do what von can
behind the scenes to take some of the icm-sure
off, at least temporarily.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): Your outrageous
side inds expression during the hngering influence of Mars an Souipio in you chart today .
Avoid potes'daily dangerous pracncaljokes and
look to see if anyone winces when you say
something "funny !'.
%'1R(A)I Atm. 23 - Sept. 22): Reviewing
vow long-range goals and heeding a friends's
suggestions can Teed up youi plogiess tremendously! Self-discipline and organization
are your strongest attributes today.
LIBRA(Sept.23-(ct.22): It's time to take
along hard look at your fmamces Profitable nev.
business ventures and money rn.anagerne.nt
schesms appear if you're sensitive to their signals Increased self-aw dreness and twospeiity
are part of the astrological ctare!
SCORPIO((kt.23- Nov.21):The harsh
words of an angry friend or family member
come from persona;disappointment,not anything you na:. have done. A few solitary
hours also attract you now. Set aside some
time for soul searching and taking stock of
you; life.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): Relationshipissum have less todo with romancethan
with defining which fro& you share as a couple.
and which hfetime amhitiom are solely your
own.Imagine what von can achieve if you work
together as a team'
CAPRICORN(Dec 22.Jari. 19): Good
advice WII1M from odd sources today. Unconventional wisdom is the path to profit when
VerIUS riTM SOC1100 in your solar 11th house.
Don't reject a good idea just ti...„ause you don't
like the was it's presented or the person makthg
the pievciitabonI
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb.18): A conflict
with your lover can he traced to the different
ways you express your feelings. Focus on what
is being said.noton the way res being expie&ced,
or you ma) find yourself arguing over something you both agree on'
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): It may not
seem very important to you. hut the support you
give a struggling associate means a kit to them.
When you see someone about to make a huge
mistake, plunge in and save them from emharrassment don't wait to he asked.

tber 23, 1992
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Your Daily
Horoscope

By Carl Paul

By Carl Paul

SeptEsnber 23

ix Thursday, Septambef 24

BIRTHDAY: Afand quick to fall in
regnant! Naturally
ing, you are devoted
and family members.
lt.pril 19): Disageeren't as clear-cut as
looking at the same
r angles. Try to stay
ttconfident,whatev-

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Although it seldom shows on the surface. when it
comes to your career, you're much more ambinous than even your closest friends would ever
suspect! You whieve your goals through gentle
persuasion and skillful negotiation. rather than
through confrontation or issuing orders.
ARTIFS(March 21 -April 19):Your natural
charm is enhanced when Venus enters Scorpio.
Your personality is an irresistible social force! A
sense of diaaovery characterizes romantic relationships,old and new.
TA1.RUS(April 20- May 20): Your managerial skills can put an end to a family financial
squabble today. The influence of Scorpio increases your determination to get things done
and boosts your popularity as well! A social
invitation hasexcellent business piusprada,intertiined with it
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): Friends and
co-workers are willirr • to support your efforts to
get aheai,especially when they can clearly see
they have something tc gain by helping you.
Dress for the position or level you are trying to
achieve,=11E1 than the one you currently have.
C.Y.NCER(June21 -July 22):Your natural
Inclinations areemphasized when loving Venus
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oniffc Senrrity love,faiitily 370i-incefrienric avp
your top priorities today! Measure success by
the quality of your family life, not by some
alasaract scorecard!
LEO(July 23- A ug.22): Love and Like do
notalwaysgotogether.The influenceofScorpio
marks atime ofindependence for married lions
and lionesses. Carve out a niche in time for
yourself and get away from those who seek to
influence your personal decisions in their favor.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): What is
hidden now is revealed in the days ahead! This
is not a good time to start a new romantic
relationship: better to keep some distance until
you've learned more about each other. Your
ability to laugh at life carries you through an
awkward social situation.
LIBRA(Sept.23-(kt.22): Money matters
benefit from a second look_ Trust your feelings:
A flash of insight can guide you to a promising
fob opening or financial opportunity! Sidestep
confrontations by being extra flexible.
SCORPIO((kt. 23- Nob.21): The influence of Venus fires up social inta-action with
people from all walks oflife. This aspect attracts
people who will have a positive impact on your
life this winter.
SAGITTA RIUS(Nob.22- Dec. 21). Intimate understanding of the one closest to you
deepens as you experience more together:It's a
great time to make important cieccsions. initiate
self-unprovements.tackle acomplicated projed
or gather knowledge!
CAPRICORN (DEC.22-JAN.19)Stubbornly' insisting on getting your own way does
your financial opposition no good. It's easy to
4onewall and shut out opinions which dun'
agree with yours,butfrieniEy ssxcarm lair..or
save, you a bundle when VerliN enters Scorpio!
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb. IS): The passionate influence of
sharpens your 0.111Crntratim. both professionally and awnaatically! Single Aquanans should he careful not to
rush into new romantic partnerships, no matter
how "perfect'. they may appear initially.
PLSCRS(Feb. 19- Mardi le): Activities
which put you in contact with large numbers of
people are recommended when Venus enters
Scorpio! Piss-earls involved in sales. find this
aspect unusually profitable!
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Bid C-ass'
roe
S
9 Game loser
13 Top
14 More ashen
16 Scat singer
17 Entrance
is Bridal path
19 Ornery
20 Leo s team?
23 Palm Springs
eg
Primary color
27 John. in
Scotland
26 Team tor 9
Downy
34 PiC011C
right

26

61 Smog $ cousin
65 Kind of history
44 Cavalry weapon
67 Bea,
'
611 Refuse
69 Disney canine
70 Take care of

35 fight angles
36 Feed-bag
'norsel
36
as Combine
41 First name in
mysteries
4: Roach of film
lame
43 Labels
for All
44 Seasons
45 Aries team?
50 A Gershwin

DOWN

51 Ga neighbor
52 Rest
53 Taurus's team?
59 Require
GO Get around

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Dim CREn GEMS E
BOMB 111111130'CIO00
DOOM DOOD 71110cummEgoopy.,,,0
GEM
RU

i E'

-

I Running game
tree
2
(cornered)
3 Vegas
transaction
•Chopped
S Large
outpourings
a Pageboy e
In addition
Sandwich shop
9 Constellation
containing
Castor and
Pollux
10 Supermarket
item
It Actor Thocke
12 UV effects
is Change a name
21 Poetic
palindrome
22 Rules
or
Alexis
24 Like certain
cones
Boxing s
Dundee
29 Actor Beatty
30 Concise

7

0131101ER 1.108
rAudo la LOU CI0N al
DIGu DOUNG ODOU
DaDs LEON DEMOCIT 23 Maggie
MODBO [MOOG
OCIT
pm c ip
p Dip
co_ ouipNompipAuT 25
NOOUG D1200 BIGUIR
RDOOD ODOM MOD
000" GOOD 00120

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention. contact the Editor at 581 1271 beween the hours of 9 a.m
and noon,or stop by the office in itik
basement of Lord Hall.
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35
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41
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44

42
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46 MI
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•• 49
52

SO
53
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MINI

61

62 63 64

67

ii

31 High-school
subs
32 Ordinary
33 Item sold at 8
Down
37 Uptight
39 Gets by
40 Rhode Island
White s'cleposit
41 Attention
Neighbor of
Twelve Oaks
46 Feeble
47 Praised

43

._U.

loll

56 Roundish
48 Queen of
detective stones
57 Gilda Railner
49 -- hepatica
pp r sona
53 Bumpkin
Worn out
54 Also-ran of fable SS
62 Copy
Dream
$s'
Buddhism
43
Carl'i I?' 1937
song

94 Purpose

Get answers to ary three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1400-4205656 (75c each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-t with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens -- love and compatability, work, money, career.
relationships. family
Not a tape or computer rriecsage! Astrologers are avaiIable seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.9S per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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•Gay rights

•Smoking

Activists unhappy with Maine spending millions
timing of gay rights vote to discourage smoking
PORTLAND, Maine(AP) — Activists
on both ses of the gay rights debate say the
timing of a vote by a panel of Portland
School Committee members to ban disenmination against homosexuals in hiring for
scnool jobs mag ntfies lb impact.
But subcommittee members said Monday night's 3-0 vote was part of an update of
the school system's affirmative action policy
and was iinrelated to the Nov. 3 referendum
on the controversial gay rights ordinance
approved by the City Council last Max.
The policy change would add the words
"sexual onentation" to an affirmative action policy statement that also bars discrimination on the basis of gender, religion and
national ongin.
Mary MacLean, a leader of Equal FrotectionPortland. applauded the subcommittee's action as helpful to her group's campaign to uphold the gay nghts ordinance.
"It's a positive impact for us... I think
we're seeing (policies preventing discrimination against homosexuals) in more and
more larger places of employment.-

1

1

James Duran of Concerned Portland
Citizens, which seeks to throw out the
ordinance that would protect homosexuals in such areas as jobs, housing and
public accommodations, said his group
would show up at hearings to oppose the
school measure when it goes before the
full committer.
"The timing is very, very suspect.
Duran said of the Monday night vote.
Johne Hart. the school sys:zin's personnel director, said the change would not require the hiring of gay men and lesbians to
meet affirmative action quotas because federal law does not protect homosexuals.
"We're not going to go out and recruit
gays.- she said.
Han also noted that the city gay rights
ordinance, if upneld by voters, would not
apply to school employees. A new legal
policy from the school committee's attorney' states that school employment policies
must only comply with state and federal
law, neither of which bar discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation.

PORTLAND, Ine(AP)-- Researchers are compiling a profile of the typical
Maine smoker as part of a $4.6 million public
health effort to get people to kick the habit
and discourage teen-agers from taking it up.
The Amencan Stop Smoking Intervention Study (ASSIST), which started in 17
states last fall and will last seven years. seeks
to cut the rate of smoking in Maine from 27
percent to 15 percent by the year 2000.
t'urrently. Maine ranks No. 4 in the
percentagc of adult smokers and leads the
nation in the number of 18- to 34-year-olds
who have smoked, at 53 percent.
"I don't know why we're number one.
but it shows we have work to do." says
Randy Schwartz, who oversees ASSIST at
the state's health promotion division.
The program, part of Maine's first organized effort to on down on smoking, also
seeks io cut in half the number of new,teenage smokers. Many smokers begin before
they are 18, hen it becomes legal to buy
cigarettes.
"The industry has to replace thousands of

smokers each year who either quit or die,"
Schwartz says."They do it by heavy marketing to those groups with high sustxptibility."
Smoking and smoking-related diseases
are the leading cause of death and disability
in Maine. State estimates show that smoking also has an economic impact of $271
million a year in direct and indirect healthcare costs The figure does not account for
the effects of second-hand smoke.
Information compiled thus .ar shows
that the average smoker in Maine is young,
male,and likely to live in a rural county and
work in a blue-collar job. The figures also
show that 27 percent of men and 24 percent
of women in Maine smoke. Information
also suggests that nearly half of all lowincome, pregnant teen-agers smoke.
"Certainly women in the last decade
have been 2 major target for cigarette advertising.- says Edward Miller of the American Lung Association of Maine and author
of a 1983 report on smoking. "They have
been looked upon as a growth industry for
the tobacco industry.-
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Looking

For

the ExcitementI

ii

anCi not getting it Anywhere Else?!?
Feel like you've been left out in the C011
—TO?!

Come to us!
Wrap yourself in OUT Starter Winter Wea
r!
Peruse our plentiful packs of Professional
Sport Cards
Cover your collegiate mind with ou' Collecti

on of Caps.

You can find what you want

.

TWIN CITY COIN
Ai-!-,Drt Mall Union St. • Mon-Sat 10am-9pm •
Sun 12-5
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•intramural sports

intramurais available for
stress release, excerase
By Dana Gray
Volunteer Writer
When the tomd pact of studying has
finally slowed, where can one vent all that
built up frustration and relieve that excess
energy?
'Me University of Maine's own Recreational Sports Department has the answer.
in the form of intramural sports.
Whether students live in a dormitory.
fraternity, sorority or somewhere off-campus,intramural sports activities are offered.
The only requirement to participate is the
studelit be taking six credit hours of academics.
"Even with enrollment down, it is good
to see that the number of participants (in
intramurals)are up.- Thad Dwyer.assistant
recreation director, said.
He mentioned the increase of involve-
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Daybeds with LD.,
Starting at $99

ment in flag f ootbali. Ihis early trend is
expected to keep pace throughout the academic year in all of the activities offered.
Each sport is planned to fit into a particular month and season. This ensures there will
always be a sport foi anyone wishing to
participate throughout the intramural season.
Activities currently underway include
flag football,tennis,outdoor softball,soccer
and broomb211.
All intramural games are on a point system. The number of points won by a team or
individual goes to their respective dormitory. fraternity or sorority Each activity has
a
certain number of points available. Win or
lose, everyone who gets involved receiv
es
points for their particular organizaticn. At
the end of the intramural season, the dormitory' and fraternity/sorority with the most
accumulated points are rewarded for their
efforts sk WI a trophy.
Whether it is for the thrill ofcompetition.
the loyalty to one's dormitory of fraternity/
soronty, 01 for an excuse to work off that
beer gut. Dwyer said intramural sports are
for everyone. All it takes is a willingness
to
devote one's time and abilities to utilize this
opportunity the Recreational Sports Department offers.
To get more information on these and
other activities, contact the intramural
representative in each of the dormitories and
fraternities or sororities.
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More restructuring of
colleges considered
By Matt `Nickenheiser
Staff Writer
Restructunng of colleges was the topic
ot a meeting yesterday with members of the
1'niv ersity of Maine History Department.
The meeting was chaired by Professor
Da'id Smith of the history department.
This meeting was not open to departrreni
rnairs.Smith swi because somechairs mav have
oot reorganizing the oallegs

some sort of manifesto:.
Smith agreed, saying the university
lacked a positive image of itself.
Alaric Faulkner, professor of anthmpology, said any cl .-..nges must first, simplify.
and second, be done in the interest of those
who pay The bill- the students.
James Horan, political science professor,
suggested a good place to start when consiuering a change was the recent division into the
College of Arts an 1 Sciences ard th,- College

"What we need is to get the juices flowing."
Associate Professor Jack Batick
-1110111.1

He said the need for the meeting arose
from a series of discussions among faculty.
Smith spoke briefly to UMaine President Fred Hutchinson last May about
reorganizing the colleges. Smith said
Hutchinson felt a faculty grass roots campaign to reorganize the colleges may be
benefic'al.
Smi i said the meeting was also an important way of giving faculty members a voice.
"Faculty concerns may be falling through
:racks,- Smith said.
"What we need is to get the juices flowing.- Associate Professor Jack Battick of
the History Department said. "I'm going to
open myself up in saying this, but we need

of Social and Behavioral Sciences.
He said the disadvantages of the division
soon became apparent after the split.
"We offer a graduate program in history.- Smith said. "in which half the classes
are taught in a different ixil'-ge."
Faulkner said by dividing the colleges,
administration was "putting blinders onto
the opportunities offered collegewide."
Horan raid the last reorganization was
done with no regard for the faculty.
The meeting ended with a derision to send
preliminary questionnaires to faculty members asking tor opinions on the merging of the
College ofSocial and Behavioral Sciences and
the College of Arts and Humanities.
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The comforts of jet
travel for a fraction
of the cost. The things you

Ride from campus.
Concord Trailways stops behind
the Maine Bear at the front entranc-A, to the gym on Gym Drive.
No reservations necessary.

like best about flying are here. .
fast travel time, a movie, choice
of music channels, big comfortable seats, climate control and
even a snack.

Riding Concord
Trailways is as fast
as your car and costs
less. The student fare from

Additional scheduled
service from Bangor
with plenty of free
parking at the new Trailways
Station on Rte. 222 (Union
Street). Take 1-95 Exit 47(Rte.
222/ Ohio Street/ Union Street)
and follow the signs to Bangor
nternational Airport. Trailways
is on Union Street, between
Wendy's and Midas Muffler,
almost directly across the street
from the airport entrance.

In the heart of
Boston,the modern Concord
Trailways Station is located in
the business district, just across
the street from South Station and
AMTRAK. There's also a
Station with service to most
colleges and universities

Can we help? Questions?
Call Concord Trailways
TOLL FREE at 1-800-639-5150
seven days a week from 7:00
to 6:30 r
.ne
3a.•27-- area call (207)945-400C3.

It's good for the
environment. Ride public
transportatior and keep the air
.clean and healthy.
in %A.-in,
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Concord Trailways, one of nuahom New England's largest
intercity bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop
service from Bangor to Portland, with continuing non-stop
son,joo from Portland to downtown Boston, and connecting
service to Logan International Airport And now, there's daily
roundtrip service from the University of Maine in Orono,
with additional service Fridays and Sundays!

Bangor to Boston (with ID.) is
just $50 roundtrip! Or trave! fr:)rn
Bangor to Portland for just $30
roundtrip (with I.D.). And, it's just
2-1/4 hours to Portland from
Bangor, or 4-1/4 hours to Boston. Instead of fighting traffic,
you can read, study, or just relax.
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NationalNews

• Family values debated on teievision
• Hurricane1niki devastates Hawaii
• Murderer executed after 15 years on death row

t Murphy Brown

CBS,Murphy finally get revenge on Quayle
NEW YORK (AP) — Murphy Brown, "Murphy Brown
in a May 19 speech tor whether by choice or circumstance,families
who is fictional, evened the score with Dan "mocki
ng the importance offathers by bear- come in all shapes and sizes." she says.
Quayle, who is not.
ing a child alone.'
"And ultimately, what really defines a famThe vice president got the worst of both
On Monday night, Quayle watched the ily is commitment, caring and love."
worlds Monday night in the season premiere show -for the first time -- with some
Miss Bergen won the Emmy for best
of CBS' "Murphy Brown,' the Candice single
paients.
actress in a comedy last month,and the lines
Bergen sitcom he injected into the national
"I intend to continue to talk about tradi- she spoke reflected the words of series credebate last spring by: complaining it glamor- tional
v alues. Obviously Hollywood still ator Diane English.
ized unwed motherhood.
doesn't get it," he said afterward. He referred
Whether Monday night's episode was
"What planet is heon?!"fumesa frazzled. to the sitcom
as "basically another Hollyshoweriess Murphy.hearing Quayle'sremarks wood contrib
ution" to Democrat Bill Clinton
as she hies to cope with her restless newborn,
Anal-Jo:1 tecting
A day earlier, in a conciliatory gesture.
an as-yet-unnamed son. 'Look at me,Frank." Quayle
sent the fictional baby a stuffed toy
she asks a colleague."Am I glanorotn.'"..
elephant and a note. The "Murphy Brown"
"I didn't know if I could raise a kttl
producers said thanks,but they'd rather give
myself," she goes on. "I worried about the toy to
an !eat child in a homeless shelter.
what it ,vould do to him! I worried about
Meanwhile, hack at the comedy, newswhat it would do to me! I didn'tjust wake up woman Murph
y Brown reacts with aplomb
one morning and say.'Oh.gee,I can't get in to all the
publicity in an on-air editorial in
for a facial. I might as well hzve a baby!" the fiction
CLN(1NNA Ii(AP)--Procter & Gamble
al "FYI" broadcast.
Frank Fontana (Joe Regalbuto), her colCo.
"Some might argue that attacking my
says it has developed a test that uses
league on the equally fictional "FYI" TV status as
a single mother was nothing more laboratory-cultured skin tissue instead of live
news magazine, predicts that nobody will than a cynical
bit of election-year postur- animals to check the eye safety of new prodpay attention. Instead, Murphy finds herself ing." she says.
"I prefer to give the vice ucts such as makeup and household cleansers.
immediately swamped by calls from the president the
"Using our new test as a screen. we can
benefit of the doubt."
news media.
She says it would be possible to blame now quickly tell whether a new water"Oh, jeez, what is this? A slow news the nation's
ills on Congress, the media. the insoluble ingredient or product in developday?" an exasperated Murphy says. "Tell administration
,or her—but that she doubts ment may damage a person's eye," said
them to go find a real story."
that her single motherhood has abetted the Gordon Brunner, senior vice president for
Indeed, the news media glornmed onto breakdown of Wester civiliza
research ar,d
tion.
n
the Quayle-Murphy contreversy almostfrom
"Perhaps it's time for the vice president
The consumer products giant, which did
the moment the vice president chastised to expand
his definition and recognize that nearly $30 billion in business last year, said

"cynical election-year posturing" or further evidence that "Hollywood doesn't get
it," it's almost certain to be the week's
most-watched show.CBS predicted upwards
of 23 million viewers
As TV's third-ranked series last year,
"Murphy Brown" already charges one of
television's highest advertising rates:
S-J10,000 for one 30-second spot.

Altiernati(to animal
testing developed
Monday that it will grant license rights to its
partner, Advanced Tissue Sciences Inc., to
sell the procedure to other companies.
Elliot Katz,president ofthe animal-rights
group In Defense of Animals, welcomed the
development. but he said companies hav e
been using reliable alternative tests for se'eral years and accused P&G of insincerity
"This announcement is cleverly timed
to precede the company's annual meeting,
where shareholders will consider an employee-introduced resolution to end animal
tests." he said.
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY
WE OFFER
PAUL MITCHELL & JOICO
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

HOURS
MONDAY: 8:00-5:00
TUESDAY-FRIDAY: 8:00-8:00
SATURDAY: 9:00-3:00
LISA HARRIAMN OWNER & CERTIFIED PAUL MITCH
ELL ASSOCIATE
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Hare a rugby player: 1)carry your
books
2) wash your car 3)clean j'our room
, etc... If
your bid is highest, that rugby player
will do
what is asked of him, within reason,
until 12
noon on Friday, September 25... Bids
accepted
by silent auction...

All proceeds to benefit Downcast
Lie Urotfiers / Uie Sisters
Sponsored In/ UniversW of Maine
Mens Luebv Club
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•Hurricane iniki

Hawaiians put life back

row

ti)011
4-11 t r
'Or" 11.-Alk
Millbe

after Iniki

KAPAA. Hawaii(AP) — On their first with some grades at
certain schools open for a while, he got used to the
idea and was soon
clay. hack since Hurricane Iniki pounded half a day, starting today.
exploring
the
storm-s
wept
playground.clamchildren
at
the
island,
All Saints' Nurstheir
Crisis counselors weie assigned to each
bering over an uprooted tree.
stomi
down to size — school and both breakfast
ery School cut the
and lunch were on
His mother.Sandra Garcia,said the storm
their size.
the menu.
has
haunted the little boy's sleep. The strain
Twirling brightly colored streamers of
For the moment,textbooks have taken a of
can-ping out with no power, no phones
crepe paper over their heads, the children backseat to the lessons of hardship.
and a .eaking roof also was taking a toll on
pretended to be hurricanes. They shrieked
We want to be sure that we allow our (mud?.
harmony. 'lie's been fighting with
with laughter as they chased each other students to get a sense ofemotional outlet—
his 12-year-old brother just from being toaround a grassy courtyard.
that it's OK to be afraid," Akita said.
gethei so much," she said.
The exercise was one of many strategies
At the All Saints' school.a private center
Since the storm. Agustin has been waking
teachers are using this week to try to help that opened Monday.there were
some signs up at nigSt. afraid ofthe pitch black of his unlit
students adjust to post-storm life as schools of storm jitters as children hung
hack at the house. "The first night he .- wake up screamreopened on Kauai.
doorway of the darkened classroom, reluc- ing." she said. "So now
he sleeps with a
"These are not normal times and the tant to let go of their mothers' knees.
flashlight tucked in the back of his pajamas.•'
normal rules and regulations don't apply."
Four-year-old Agustin Garcia wasn't at all
Modesta Baldovino, a worker at All
said District Superintendent Shirley Akita. sure he w anted to make the break. "Hey!" he Saints.'
said she would he glad to have her
The back-to-school routine that was in- yelled as his mother tried to sidle out the door.
first-grader back in the classroom. "Every
terrupted by Iniki on Sept. 11 began slowly
But after pounding on a piece of clay for day when he stays home he rides his bike(on

4.IV1
A.e
4.1
posturing" or furIlywood doesn't get
to be the week's
S predicted upwards
ed series last year,
ady charges one of
advertising rates:
cond spot.

tat

debris blocked roads)and cars come and it's
just so scary," she said.
Public and private school officials believe reopening helps put students on a more
solid footing — and gives parents a respite.
Damage to the island's schools varied.
At the Koloa Elementary School, which
served as a shelter for stranded tourists,
troops sawed and bulldozed debris into heaps.
The Kapaa High School had more serious
damage,losing huge slices ot roof,but crews
were busy sweeping it up over the weekend.
Despite the cleanup efforts, school officials warned children to wear sturdy shoes
because of broken glass. To parents worried
by such a warning, Akita had a most unsuperintendent- like response: Stay home.
"It's OK,'' she said. "Everyone has
been affected by this storm."

•Execution

Pizza place murderer executed in Texas
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HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) — An inmate known as "the meanest man on death
row" was executed by injection early Tues.
da% for murdering two men in a 1976 holdup
at a pizza restaurant.
James Demouchette,37, went to his death
after the U.S.Supreme Court refused twice on
Monday to halt the eacution. He had no final
statement and virtually no reaction to the drugs
passing into his muscular tattooed arms.
His lawyers had argued that psychological tests describing him as a sociopath should
have been introduced at his trial.

Demouchette became the 52nd inmate in
Texas to he executed. and the 182nd in the
nation, since the Supreme Court in 1976
allowed states to resume use of the death
penalty.
He and his brother. Christopher. were
convicted in the shooting deaths of an assistant manager and another man at a Houston
restaurant. The brothers ransacked the back
ottice, taking a sack of change and some
stereo equipment.
A third man. restaurant manager Geoff
Hambrick. was shot in the head and slumped
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over a table. pretending to he dead. He later
testified Demouthene pulled the trigger toshoot
him a second time. but the gun was empty.
Christopher Den touchette was sentenced
to life in prison.
James Demouchette. who served time
for a slaying as a juvenile and said he got his
kicks as a youngster by strangling cats and
dogs. was known by fellow inmates as the
meanest man on death row, where he had
been since 1977.
He was convicted of murdering a fellow
death row inmate in 1983 and was sentenced

to 15 years. The man, a jailhouse lawyer.
was stabbed 27 times.
According to prison records.Demouchette
also beat and raped a fellow inmate, beat and
stabbed at least two others,twice set fire to his
cell, destroyed a TV set and toilet, threw lye
in a guard's face and stabbed two guards
searching his cell for weapons.
In February. he slashed the chest of a
guara who was delivering food to his cell.
He had been keep apart from other death
row inmates for years and was placed under
heavy guard when taken to and from court.
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Eat lots of fiber
Drink six glasses of water a day
Pay your bill

The first two will keep you hea
lthy.
The last will keep you in scho
ol.

"After the fourth week of cl
asses, students with accoun
ts that
have not been paid or deferr
ed to financial aid will hav
e
their registrations for the se
mester cancelled. Financially
delinquent students will not be al
lowed to register for courses,
and
academic records will be wi
thheld until all financial ob
ligations
to the University have been
satisfied."
University of Maine Catalog

Business Office, 100 Alum
ni Hall, 581-15
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SportsNevis

•Ferentz, Black Bears look to heal with week

off

•ESPN's Bill Patrick returns to UMaine
'Tim Hopley's Weekly Co;umn

The Campus •Profile of Excellence
Sports Ticker ESPN's Patric
k returns to alma mater
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer

1979, he graduated and eventually moved
on to a job in West Virginia.
A different job at a Hartford television
station came next,ajob which just happened
to be 20 minutesfrom the new ESPN studios.
ESPN struggled in their early days but
reached successjust as Patrick was comi n

Into his own in Hartford. A match was
made, and seven years later Patrick was
hired by ESPN.
That was four years ago and Patrick says
hisjob"isthe bestjob in the world.It's as major
league an operation as you will ever see."
See PATRICK on page 23

A lot of people probably
don't think
NI1\NLAPOL1S AP)— All-Pro demarine biology is the best major ifone
wants
fensive lineman Reggie White and two
to get into the field of broadca
sting. Yet for
others filed a class-action lawsuit, seekUniversity of Maine alumni,. and
ESPN
ing "freedom"for 280NFL players withsportscaster Bill Patrick,it was all part of
his
out a contract after the 1992 season.
road to the anchor desk.
The Philadelphia defensive end is
For Patrick,it was great memories ofsumjoined in the suit by backup quarterback
mers spent in Hancock,ME. which led him
to
Michael Buck a the New Orleans
transferfrom Ohio State and enroll at UMaine
.
Saints and linebacker Hardy Nickerson
"I hated it at Ohio State. It wastoo big and
of the Pittsburgh Steelers.
it wasjust one big football farm. I had always
The suit comes two weeks after ajury
loved Maine so I decided to transfer there."
in Minneapolis found for eight players
He arrived in Orono in 1976 and chose
who brought an antitrust suit against the
marine biology as his major "just to have a
league.
major," he said, figuring the program must
The class action was filed in federal
be better than the one at Ohio State.
district court before Judge David S.Doty,
But it didn't last long. After one-one hour
who presided over the antitrust trial. It
shiftat UMaine'scampusradiostation WMEB,
seeks to prohibit the NFL from implePatrick knew what he really wanted to do.
menting Plan B.the limited free-agency
"I couldn't believe it" Patrick said. "I
system that allows the league to protect
could sit here and just play some music and
its top 37 players.
talk a little and someone would pay me!
Richard lierthelsen, general counsel
That I could handle."
for the players' association, said the jury
Eventually Patrick set off to Bangor to
already decided Plan B is illegal. He said
look for a job. He arrived at WABI where
in a statement the association believes
Sports Director George Hale just happen to
the only question is the scope of the
have a spot open and gave it to him.
injunction the court will issue regarding
"That was my start. It was a really lucky
the NFL's "illegal and anticompetitive
break,IjUSt happened to be in the right place
practices."
at the right time," Patrick said.
For the next three years. Patrick worked
close to 40 hours a vveek at WAB1. Then,in ESPN sportscaster Bill Patrick returned to his broadcasting roots Monday to
film a segment for the UMaine TV show "Snapshots."(Kies
ow photo.)
NEW YORK(AP)— Perennial AllStars Ryne Sandberg and C21Riplcen Jr.,
who both batted .500, were named NL
and AL Players of the Week.
Ripken had four RBIs .d four runs
scored in six games with two doubles and
two homers for an .833slugging percentage.
Sandberg had threedoubles,four homers. eight RBIs :int] 10 runs scored.

Eight join NHL H-Of-F
IORONTO(AP)--The Hockey Hall
ofFame recognized consistency and work
ethic with the induction of Bob Gainey.
Marcel Dionne and Lanny McDonald in
the players' category.
Keith Allen, the late Pittsburg Penguins Coach Bob Johnson and Frank
Mathersjoined in the builders' category.
while Woody Dumart ofthe Boston Bruins is the newest member of the veteran
players category. Jim Robson joined tht
broadcasters' section.
Dionne ended an illustrious 18-year
NHL career - all with the Los Angeles
Kings and New York Rangers - as the
third-highest scorer in league history,
With 731 goalti and 1,040 assists.
McDonald, a star with the Toronto
Maple Leafs.Colorado Rockies and Calgary Flames, scored 500 goals and collected 1,006 points.
Gainey played his illustrious career
with the Montreal Canadians and now
is the head coach of the Minnesota
North Stars.

Yankee Conference Notebook
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Black Bears try to recuperate Aliens on
the highway
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor

Talk about good timing.
After getting thoroughly beaten and beaten up by a running-and-shooting Northeastern squad Saturday,the University ofMaine
football team has the next week off to regroup and heal some key injuries.
According to UMaine Coach Kirk Ferentz,the break couldn't come at a better time.
"Thank goodness," Ferentz said,laughing. "Actually, we're very, very fortunate
to have this time off when we do. It gives
us a chance to get healthy and heal at some
key positions."
The Black Bears are especially nicked
up at quarterback and fullback. Starting
quarterback Emilio Colon left the 47-36
loss to the Huskies with a strained shoulder. while first-year fullback Ray Baur also
was knocked out of the contest with an
ankle injury.
Ferentz said both players are still "tender" and will probably miss three or four
days of practice, but should be ready when
the Black Bears face the Richmond Spiders
on Oct. 3.
Other Yankee Conference Notes:
UMaine (2-1 overall. 1-0 in the Yankee
Conference)continues to be led on the ground
by senior tailback Ben Sirmans. who has
rushed 73 times for 309 yards and three touch-

downs thus far. Suntans was the first Black
Bear since Ed Bogdanovich in 1952 to rush
for 100 yards or better in two straight games.
The University of Delaware(2-0, 2-0)
is showing why they were one of the preseason favorites in the YC, easily handling
the University of Rhode Island, 31-14. Senior Quarterback Bill Vergantino leads the
Delaware attack.
The University of Connecticut(1-1, 10) was idle this week after picking up their
first win a week ago, knocking of the University of New Hampshire 24-21 at the
Wildcats' home field.
Villanova University (3-0, 1-0), now
ranked #3 nationally in 1-AA, came very
close to losing to underdog Richmond this
past weekend before pulling out a 36-33
victory. Wildcats Quarterback Tom Colombo led the comeback charge with two
late touchdown passes.
At Boston University (0-2,0-1) aquarterback controversy may be brewing. Reserve Walter Norton replaced starter Greg
Moore in the third quarter in Saturday's loss
to William & Mary and tossed two touchdown passes to spark the BU offense.
The University of Rhode Island (I-I,
0-1) is still searching for their first YC
victory after bowing to high-flying Delaware Saturday. The Rams face upstart RichSee YANKEE CONF.on page 22

By Tim Hopley
Campus Columnist
I'm driving home from
Orono three weeks ago and
I'm somewhere around
Sydney. The border patrol
was there looking for any
illegal aliens, and I got stopped.
Now you can see from my picture I may
look like a Puerto Rican god or something,
but a French-Canadian immigrant? Never.
Anyway, the patrolman asks me if I'm
aware ofany Canadians in the United States.
Being the former Sports Editor at The Campus, I say "Yes indeedy I do." He asks me to
pull off into the rest area and fill out some
form or something(no doubtedly something
that will soon be turned into triplicates).
I follow the orders and proceed to the
table where I begin reading the questionnaire:
#1 Do do know ofany French-Canadian
persons,legal or illegal in the t Inited States?
(Please list below)
I begin reciting the entire Black Bear
hockey rosters from 1981i to 1992:
No. 1 - Scott King, Kamloops, B.C.
See HOPLEY on page 22
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Yankee Conference
mond this weekend.
Meanwhile,the University ofRic
hmond
(1-1,0-1)is proving that they
will be a force
to contend with in the YC rac
e this season
after fighting favored Villanova
down to the
wire before dropping a 36-33
decision last
weekend. Junior quarterback
Greg Lilly,
last week's Yankee Conferenc
e Player-ofthe-Week, nins the Spiders' atta
ck.
The University of Massachus
etts (11,0-1)won a 7-3 squeaker ove
r Holy Cross
Saturday. The Minutemen'-orc
ed the Cmsaders into 10 fumbles,four
of which were
recovered by UMass defend
ers. The Minutemen face Boston Universit
y this Saturday in Amherst.
Defensive back Don Caparotti
, an AllYankeeConfeence selection
on defense a
year ago, is pulling double-du
ty for the
undermanned Minutemen and is
now playing or, the offensive side of the
ball, too.
The University of New Hampsh
ire(12,0-2)finally got one in the'W
'column this
week after dropping their firs
t two Yankee
Conference contests.The Wildca
ts heat nonYC member Lehigh, 28-14. AllAmerica
tailback Barry Bourassa broke
out of his
personal slump, rushing 20 tim
es for 174
yards and a pair of touchdowns.
The Wildcats return to action
versus
another non-league member,
in-state tival
Dartmouth University, Saturday
at Cowell
Stadium on the Durham campus
.
UMaire quarternack Jason
Cu show

RUSH
SIGMA

ivy

Across from Stodder Hall

411rak

581-4600

Wed. Sept. 23 Rush Dinn
er 5:00pm

BECAUSE BROTHERHOO
D
IS A WHOLE LOT MORE!

from page 21

Hopley

from page 21

No. 3— Dan Fowler, Fredericton,
N.B.
No.4 — Campbell Blair,Pr Geo
rge,B.C.
No. 8 — Scott Pellerin, Shediac,
N.B.
The list went on and on and on.
Finally,
some 20-odd names later, using
the front
and back of the sheet given, I fini
shed.
The questions didn't stop there
though,
they went on:
#2Have you evei harbored an ille
gal alien?
Sure, sure. Like I'm going to
admit it.
These guys were toting guns and
stuff.
#3 Will you be willing to
appear in
court on behalf of the United
States Immigration Department should any
one listed
above be illegal?
Again. Sure I wi!l. Like I wan
t Steve
Widmeyer coming after me.
I may look
stupid and my grades may bear
this out but
I'm not.
Moral of the story for the Bla
ck Bear
hockey team: If someone you don
't know
comes knocking at your door, Stu
art Davis
sent them.

,Tr.t!on Sarui day.(Boyd pho
to)

If you like sports
and enjoy writing,
try writing sports
at The Maine
Campus. Give Chad
Finn a call at 5811268. He's real
friendly.

While a No.2 ranking in tte firs
t college
hockey poll(The Sporting News)
may be a
bit high, UMaine should be
bringing in
enough talented forwards to mak
e up for the
losses of Pellerin, Jean-Yves
Roy, Brian
Downey and Martin Robitaille.
Canadian Tier II Junior Player
of the
Year Paul iCariya looks to follow
in the long
line of hot shot snipers from the
north.
Another Montreal Junior Tier
II Player
of the Year, sophomore Michel
Latendresse, will look to add punch fro
m the center
position, where Jim Montgomery
and Dave
LaCouture are the only major ret
urneesfrom
a year ago.
A top five standing throughout
the season and another NCAA appear
ance is a
realistic goal for the '92-93 Bla
ck Bears.
Lastly, on the Rotisserie Lea
gue front
Ed's Army VIII is walking awa
y from the
rest of the pack. One que
stion though,
with six position players availa
ble for protection and five already
having been
deemed untouchable, who wou
ld you protect — Dean Palmer, Tony
Phillips, Tim
Raines, Pudge Rodriguez. Cha
d Curtis or
Phil Plantier?(None of'em
are worth Cal
Eldred- Ed. Note)
See y'all next Wednesday.I pro
mise I'll
have something better to say
by then.

Good Bikes Cheap

1

1991 jamis Exile
•?e
savfiee
$349.00
1992 Timberline
4a= ••
e up
\
$389.00
\.
1992 CT Outpost
$289.00
1992 GT Pantera
$525.00
Vain St. Orono 86
1992 GT Talera
6-3525
$333.00
1991 17..5" jamis Dakar Spor
t $749.00 Full XT 15O
Ask about Monday & Fr
iday Rides

ose Bike

Mon.9-5

1 ues.-Thurs. 9-7

23, 1992

Fri. 9-5

Sat. 9-4

Closed Sunda

* 411

ember 23, 1992
OW
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from Page 21
tr, Fredericton, N.B.
Hair,Pr George,B.C.
tin, Shediac, N.B.
id on and on. Finally,
ater, using the front
given, I finished.
11 stop there though,
-bored an illegal alien?
m going to admit it.
g guns and stuff.
rilling to appear in
United States Immihould anyone listed
. Like I want Steve
ter me. I may look
nay bear this out but
for the Black Bear
me you don't know
r door, Stuart Davis

Patrick
from page 21
leagu
major
as
may
it
e
be, Patrick,
As
football, and basketball. It's
tough to know
now 37, is leaving the all-sports network to
anybody from an interview
anymore bestart his own video production company.
cause you wonder if they're
telling the truth.
"There is a lot of criticism in this busiA lot of what's said is to
satisfy egos and
ness and people telling you what to do. I'm appea
r as good people to the fans."
tired of that and I want to be my own boss,"
So now Patrick enjoyscovering
the"second tier" sports like golf and
hockey.
"I feel those guys are more
honest because they're not inundated for
interviews
and aren't always under the
microscope.
\vas
"Golfis a great example If a guy wants
to
make the big money and say he's the
hest,fine,
go out and earn it You're paid for your
performance. I'd like to see that in a major
sport.
"Take Wade Boggs; since he's only hitting .255 this year from 155 last year,
we cut
his pay by a third. That would make the
sport
interesting."
Patrick said.
So Patrick will move out on his own
"I'm no longer the fair I was and I miss now,doing the thing
he loves, a long, long
that. There are so many jerks out there now, way from the radio booths
at WMEB,WABI
especially in the top tier sports of baseball, and the good ol'
University of Maine.

"I'm no longer the
and I miss
fan I
that."—ESPN
sportscaster Bill
Patrick

•International So'cer

Maradona sold to Seville
By Judy Cantor
Associated Press Writer
SEVILLE. Spain(AP) — Diego Maradona ended his eight-year career with Napoli on Tuesday when the Italian club transfeted him to Seville of the Spanish League
for $7.5 million.
"This is the happiest day of my life, the
day I returned to soccer and they gave me
iny freedom," Maradona said,weeping upon
hearing of the deal's completion. "Today I
start to live again as I always have and as I
know how."
The 31-year-old forward completed a
15-month suspension for cocaine use on
June 30.But he refused to report for the final
season of his contract with Napoli, the club
he led to its fust two Italian League titles in

1987 and 1990 and the 1989 11EFA Cup.
He tested positive for cocaine following
Napoli's match against Bari on March 17,
1991, and was suspended that April 6. He
was arrested in Buenos Aires 20 days later
for possession of illegal narcotics, and is
free on probation and under treatment by
court order. On Sept. 18, 1991, a Naples
court gave him a 14-month suspended sentence for cocaine possession.
Maradona was captain of Argentina's
national team when it won the 1986 World
Cup and finished second to West Germany
in 1990. He scored 81 goals in 188 Italian
League games for Napoli — a record for a
foreigner that was matched last weekend by
Marco Van Basten — and added 28 goals in
45 Italian Cup games and five goals in 25
European cups matches.
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There's a lot more than a great
calculator waiting for you when
you purchase an HP48SX or an
HP48S between June 1,1992,
and October 31, 1992. You'll get

a bonus book that good for free
software,a free PC link cable
and hundreds ofdollars back
on applications—like electrical
and mechanical engineering—
memory cards,training tools,
games,and HP'S infrared printer.
It's a really big offer. Worth more
than $500. And it's going to
make your HP48calculator even
more valuable to you.The free
serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free software disk lets you
enter and plot equations easily,
do 3D plotting,and analyze
polynomials.
199216
411.11
,

kani ompany

14;122031i

Beyond all the bonuses,you'll
have the right calculator for
your most challenging classes.
HP48 calculators have over
2100 built-in functions and
offer a unique combination of
graphics and calculus.
Head over to the campus bookstore now After all, you don't
see this kind of deal every day.
HP calculators.The best for
your success.

EA

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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•Major League Base
ball
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Smith,Justice key Braves; Mussin r
a evives Oriole

Braves 4, Dodgers 2

At Dodger Stadium,Pete Smi
th improved
to 6-0 with 7 2-3 strong inn
ings and Atlanta
scored two runs on wild pit
ches by Orel
Hershiser.
allowed one run and four hits
before
Mike Stanton finished for his
eighth save.
David Justice hit a two-ru
n homer in the
ninth for the Braves, his 19t
h.
Despite allowing only four
hits and an
earned run in seven inning
s, Hershiser (1014)lost to the Braves for the
third time in a
row after winning his pre
vious 12 decisions
against them.

second place in the AL East.
But Baltimore
salvaged the final game of the
series Monday
night when Mike MusFina pit
ched a sevenhitter for a 4-1 victory at County
Stadium.
The Orioles, now five gam
es behind
first-place Toronto and a half-g
ame in back
of the Brewers, now head
home for three
games with the Blue Jays —
a make-orbreak series for themselves and
a last opportunity for Milwaukee.
But Monday, Mussina (17-5)
was the
right man at the right time for
the Orioles.
He's now won six straight dec
isions and has
allowed just four runs in hi.; last
five starts.
Mike Devereaux hit a threerun double
ir :he fifth off Bill Wegman(12
-14)to break
a 1-1 tie and reach 100 RBIs.

number for winning another division title
to six.
The Pirates now lead second-place Montreal by seven games.

Athletics 6, White Sox 5

Phillies 9, Expos 2

At Olympic stadium, Darren
Dau
hit his third career grand sla
m and J
Kruk drove in three runs.
Winner Ben Rivera (6-4)
gave up
runs and four hits. He struck
out six.
The Phillies chased Chris
Nabholz(
11) in the third inning with thr
ee runs,
eluding Kruk's two-run double
. Dave Finis singled to move Kruk to
third and
Mariano Duncan hit a two-ou
t single.

Mark McGwire and Dennis akersley
reached personal milestones as Oakland hun
g
on to win at Comiskey Park.
McGwire's two-run shot in the third off
Alex Fernandez(8-10)gave him 40 homers
for the second time in his career and
100
RBIs for the third time FA' ikersley pit
ched
the ninth for his 50th save — making
him Cubs 10, Mets 1
Tigers 6, Red Sox 5
oniy the second reliever to get that man
y.
At Shea Stadium, Andre Daw
Rickey Henderson led offthe first inn
son got I
ing 2,500th hit
Dan Gladden's pinch-single
and Greg Maddux mat
with a homer for the 55th time,extend
in the 10th
chec
ing his career
inning scored Skeeter Barnes
high with his 19th victory.
with the winning Pirates 3, Cardinals 0
major league record in support of Ron
Darrun as Detroit beat Boston at
Ryne Sandberg hit his 25t
Tiger Stadium,
ling (15-9).
h home n
Rookie left-hander Steve Coo
Mickey Tettleton drew a
and Luis Salazar also connec
ke pitched
one-out walk seven
ted for ti
innings ofthree-hit shutont reli
from Daryl Irvine (3-3). Bar
Cubs.
ef after Ro
nes ran for him Bob
ya
ls
3, Mariners 0
Walk reinjured himself and
and went to second on Rob
Dawson became the 69th maj
the Pirates
Deer's single. mov
or leagu
ed closer to a third straight N L
Gladden broke an 0-for-1
to get 2,500 hits. He hit an RBI
F_ast title,
Luis Aquino,Bill Sanipen and Jef
5 slump with a bea
sin
gle in d
f Montting the visiting St. Louis Car
single off Tony Fossas.
first inning off Eric Hil
dinals 3-0 gomery combined on a fou
lma
n
r-hi
(2tter
1) ar
as Kansas
Monday night.
Mark Leiter(8-5), who entere
reached the mark with a single
City handed visiting Seattle its
d the game
in
the
16t
fowl
h loss in
Walk and Cooke (2.4)) combin
after Mo Vaughn'stwo-run gam
off Joe Vitko.
ed on the 17 games.
e-tying hom- Pirates'
18th shutout of the season— sec
er in the ninth,gave up one
Maddux (19-11) gave up one
ondhit in two innings hig
Kansas City's George Brett,
run on si
needing
h in the majors to Atlanta'
for the win.
s 21 — and II hits to reach 3,000
hits
in seen innings. He walked
for
his
career, went
none an,
Pittsburgh won its 13th in a row
over St. Louis. 0for 4 against Dave Fle
struck out six.
ming(15-10), who
"Aboutthe third or fourth inning
Orioles 4, Brewers
.I stopped lost his fifth straight dec
ision despite pitchand thought,'Hey, I've got pret
ty good stuff ing an eight-hitter for
his sixth complete Giants 7, Padres 1
tonight," Cooke said."I've
Having spent four days try
helped a team in game.
ing to beat the
a pennant race Ind I feel pret
Baltimore Orioles, the Mil
ty good. I feel
At Jack Murphy Stadium, roo
waukee Brewers
Aquino(3-5)allowed three hits
kie Craii
good knowing (manager) Jim
, walked Col
will spend the next three roo
Leyland had one and struck out
bert hit a two-run homer, his
ting for them.
two in 5 1-3 innings.
first in thu
confidence in me to keep me
The Brewers beat he Orioles
in there."
major leagues, to highlight
three straight
Sampen allowed one hit in
a four-run sixth
2 2-3 innings
Pittsbuigh won its lath in a
ovei the weekend to move
inn
row
ing. Another rookie, Ted Woo
and its before Montgomery wor
past them into
d,also hit
ked the ninth for
seventh in eight games to low
er its magic his 37th save.
his first major league homer
with a solo shot
in the ninth.
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help wanted
Wanted: Responsible per
sons to
become phonatl-ion ass
ociates.
Excellent pay, on campus
,
telemarketing experienc
e helpful,
not necessary will train
right
individuals. Workstudy and
nonworkstudy positions. Apply
now at
Crossland Alumni Center.
Students wanted to pro
mote
weekend trips to Montreal.
Skiing
and whitewater rafting als
o available. Cali Collect (514)8613335
EMERGENCY! Expanding
company
needs hardworking reliable
students
to mail our diet brochures fro
m
home/Dorm. Edrn up to $2
00 PT or
1,000 FT. Employees Needed
Immediately! For job applic
ation
send Self-addressed stamped
envelope: Colossal Marketing
,
Employee Processing, PO Box
291140 Port Orange, FL 321
29.
$252.50 sell 50 funny, colege
Tshirts & make $252.50 No
financial obligation. A risk fre pro
e
gram
Avg. •,a:es time 4-6 hours.
Choose
from 18 designs. For more
info.
call free 1-800-733-3265.
The Maine Campus offers FRE
E lost
& found ads. Stop by or call x12
73.

s

f*
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Spring Break '93 Pana
ma City
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs
Beach, Florida Sales
. expertRepresentaenc.e, replace zippers,
rive needed to work wit
he
mming,
h the #1
etc, Will pick up + del
Spring Break Team TR
iver. Call
AVEL
Jeanne 827-5115.
ASSOCIATES AND TO
UR EXCEL I SCHO
LARSHIPS-Every studen
Sell the BEST proper
t
ties on the
elig
ible
. Student Scholarship
beach SUMMIT CO
NDOMINIServices, 1323 S. State
UMS, MIRACLE BEAC
Rd 7, #424,
H RESORT,
N. Laud, FL 33058
HOLIDAY INN, PIER 99
Earn top
Complete Workout
corrifflission and free tri
avail. start
ps For more
Oct
. step aerobics 1st wk.
information call: Jenny
free.
1-800Exper. instructor 15/mo.
558-3002.
Catching
Rays 827-2456.
Attractive male and
female
Cat
ching Rays Old Town
wanted for exotic dancin
827g serious
2456 1 mo. unlim. tan
inquiries only Exotica
$35
/12 tans
947-4406.
$30 1 mo. unlim tan &
Campus Reps Want
fit
ness $45.
ed Heatwave
ENGINEERING MA
Vacations Spring Break
JO
RS
-I
NVEN1993 The
TORS-Do-It Your-Selp
best rates and the big
Pat
ent
gest commisDrafting booklet. A
sions for more inform
mus
t
to obtain
ation, call
your own patent. $7.
800-395-WAVE.
00 DraftingBosx 24-Hollis, N.H
. 03049.
Looking for two
roommates to
share house in Old
Town starting
ASAP $220 includ
LSAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE
es all but phone
call early before 9
KAPLAN
am or after 10
827
-3694.
The answer to the test
question
F Roomate want
1-800-KAP-TEST
ed to share
apartment 2 mi. fro
ADOPTION. Loving
m campus
couple wish to
153/month heat &
share our lives with a
hot water
newbor. Call
included 827-6818
Joyce/Jerry: 1-800-831
667-6256
-0187.
Gorgeous male and
Paintball players want
female exotic
ed.
dancers for birthdays
to start a club for weeken Trying
special
ds, call
occasions & parties call
581-8020.
Exotica
947-4406

misce/lctneous

cirtbrd

your classified

I LOST: Gray wallet 9/17 outside
of
Jenness Hall. Anyone info
please
contact Yn Xiong in RM
200 Jenness.
LOST: Maroon C-cf.)rgio
Armani glass
case possibly in Shibles.
Call x8462.
i

apartments
ORONO Nrnished 1 bed
room piu.,
storage Main Rd, $300/m
o plus heat.
Sec./Dep. References. Call
866-5518.
ORONO. WASHBURN
PLACE.
$660/Mo. AVAILABLE JA
NUARY 1,
1993. W/D hookup.
Luxury 2 BR
Townhome. Incl. heat, wat
er, sewer
No Pets. Sec. Dep. On
e year lease.
Close to rampus call 945
-6955

for sale
For Sale: one 3-sp
eed 11" fan.
Never used, still in ori
ginal box. Call
Mike Gallaoher at 581-68
71
-.:,,.,...
lost &

found

FOUND: In the langua
ge lab 2
pairs of glasses one
purple frames,
the other gold met
al. Stop by 213
Little or call x2076.
FOUND: Silver key Fri 9/1
1 in the
North Bangor Lounge
of the
Union. Call x8620.

I
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